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Urinary peptidomic profiles to address age-related
disabilities: a prospective population study
Dries S Martens, Lutgarde Thijs, Agnieszka Latosinska, Sander Trenson, Justyna Siwy, Zhen-Yu Zhang, Congrong Wang, Joachim Beige,
Antonia Vlahou, Stefan Janssens, Harald Mischak, Tim S Nawrot, Jan A Staessen, for the FLEMENGHO investigators*

Summary

Background The Global Burden of Diseases, Injuries, and Risk Factors Study 2019 called for innovation in addressing
age-related disabilities. Our study aimed to identify and validate a urinary peptidomic profile (UPP) differentiating
healthy from unhealthy ageing in the general population, to test the UPP predictor in independent patient cohorts,
and to search for targetable molecular pathways underlying age-related chronic diseases.
Methods In this prospective population study, we used data from participants in the Flemish Study on Environment,
Genes and Health Outcomes (FLEMENGHO), done in northern Belgium from 1985 to 2019, and invited participants
to a follow-up examination in 2005–10. Participants were eligible if their address was within 15 km of the
examination centre and if they had not withdrawn consent in any of the previous examination cycles (1985–2004).
All participants (2005–10) were also invited to an additional follow-up examination in 2009–13. Participants who
took part in both the 2005–10 follow-up examination and in the additional 2009–13 follow-up visit constituted the
derivation dataset, which included their 2005–10 data, and the time-shifted internal validation dataset, which
included their 2009–13 data. The remaining participants who only had 2005–10 data constituted the synchronous
internal validation dataset. Participants were excluded from analyses if they were incapacitated, had not undergone
UPP, or had either missing or outlying (three SDs greater than the mean of all consenting participants) values of
body-mass index, plasma glucose, or serum creatinine. The UPP was assessed by capillary electrophoresis coupled
with mass spectrometry. The multidimensional UPP signature reflecting ageing was generated from the derivation
dataset and validated in the time-shifted internal validation dataset and the synchronous validation dataset. It was
further validated in patients with diabetes, COVID-19, or chronic kidney disease (CKD). In FLEMENGHO, the
mortality endpoints were all-cause, cardiovascular, and non-cardiovascular mortality; other endpoints were fatal or
non-fatal cancer and musculoskeletal disorders. Molecular pathway exploration was done using the Reactome and
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes databases.
Findings 778 individuals (395 [51%] women and 383 [49%] men; aged 16·2–82·1 years; mean age 50·9 years
[SD 15·8]) from the FLEMENGHO cohort had a follow-up examination between 2005 and 2010, of whom
559 participants had a further follow-up from Oct 28, 2009, to March 19, 2013, and made up the derivation (2005–10)
and time-shifted internal validation (2009–13) datasets. 219 were examined once and constituted the synchronous
internal validation dataset (2005–10). With correction for multiple testing and multivariable adjustment,
chronological age was associated with 210 sequenced peptides mainly showing downregulation of collagen
fragments. The trained model relating chronological age to UPP, derived by elastic net regression, included
54 peptides from 17 proteins. The UPP-age prediction model explained 76·3% (r=0·87) of chronological age in the
derivation dataset, 54·4% (r=0·74) in the time-shifted validation dataset, and 65·3% (r=0·81) in the synchronous
internal validation dataset. Compared with chronological age, the predicted UPP-age was greater in patients with
diabetes (chronological age 50·8 years [SE 0·37] vs UPP-age 56·9 years [0·30]), COVID‑19 (53·2 years
[1·80] vs 58·5 years [1·67]), or CKD (54·6 years [0·97] vs 62·3 years [0·85]; all p<0·0001). In the FLEMENGHO
cohort, independent of chronological age, UPP-age was significantly associated with various risk markers related
to cardiovascular, metabolic, and renal disease, inflammation, and medication use. Over a median of 12·4 years
(IQR 10·8–13·2), total mortality, cardiovascular mortality, and osteoporosis in the population was associated with
UPP-age independent of chronological age, with hazard ratios per 10 year increase in UPP-age of 1·54 (95% CI
1·22–1·95) for total mortality, 1·72 (1·20–2·47) for cardiovascular mortality, and 1·40 (1·06–1·85) for osteoporosis
and fractures. The most relevant molecular pathways informed by the proteins involved deregulation of collagen
biology and extracellular matrix maintenance.
Interpretation The UPP signature indicative of ageing reflects fibrosis and extracellular matrix remodelling and was
associated with risk factors and adverse health outcomes in the population and with accelerated ageing in patients.
Innovation in addressing disability should shift focus from the ontology of diseases to shared disease mechanisms, in
particular ageing-related fibrotic degeneration.
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Introduction
As highlighted by the Global Burden of Diseases,
Injuries, and Risk Factors Study (GBD) 2019,1 longer life
expectancy is characterised by a shift from premature
mortality to functional disability caused by stagnant
age-specific rates of living with a disability. Health-care
expenditure mirrors this transition.1 In the USA, healthcare costs for musculoskeletal disorders are greater
than the expenditure related to cardiovascular diseases
or cancer.2 Epigenetic, transcriptomic, metabolomic,
and proteomic approaches, routine laboratory tests, or a
combination of these methods have been used to
develop ageing clocks, which have generated novel
insights into the biological mechanisms of accelerated
ageing that lead to disabilities. However, according to
the GBD consortium,1 innovation in addressing the
main disabling ageing-related conditions is poor.

Urine contains more than 20 000 endogenous peptides,
which are partly generated along the nephron or which
pass into the tubular fluid through the glomerular
barrier.3 Sequencing these urinary peptides identifies the
parental proteins.3 Thus, the urinary peptidomic profile
(UPP) provides a body-wide molecular signature of
ongoing pathophysiological processes. UPP-generated
molecular signatures have been shown to be associated
with the preclinical phase of heart failure,4 chronic
kidney disease (CKD),5 diabetic nephropathy,5 and a
variety of other disorders. However, few studies have
addressed the relationship between accelerated ageing
and the UPP, and none have reported on how the UPP
predicts ageing-associated disabilities or adverse health
outcomes. To fill this knowledge gap, we aimed to
identify and validate a UPP signature that differentiates
healthy from unhealthy ageing in a population cohort

Research in context
Evidence before this study
We searched PubMed for studies published in English up to
March 9, 2021, using the terms “proteome” AND “ageing” AND
“clock”; “proteome” AND “ageing” AND “signature”; “urinary”
AND “proteome” AND “ageing”; and “urine” AND “proteome”
AND “ageing”. We identified 440 records of which
48 publications were duplicates and 44 reviews without
original data. The remaining 348 records included 29 studies in
humans on the relation between chronological age and ageing
clocks, of which the full-text article and supplementary
materials were read in detail. The reference lists of these
29 studies identified an additional ten studies of potential
interest, which were also read. In summary, the literature
review (39 articles) included 13 studies based on DNA
methylation, two on routine laboratory tests, one on the gut
microbiome, 11 on serum or plasma proteomics, four on
urinary proteomics, six on a combination of various omics
approaches, and two on epigenetics combined with telomere
length. All methylation studies relied on the Illumina platform
(San Diego, CA, USA) and all but two of the proteomics studies
on Somalogic technology (Boulder, CO, USA). 17 studies were
population-based or included a population sample. Although
published as independent articles, 21 articles reused data from
two to nine other studies. 11 studies included patients with
various diseases, frailty, or cognitive dysfunction as a proxy of
ageing, 12 focused on the lower or upper tail of the human
lifespan, and 23 did not include a formal replication. No study,
including the 20 studies based on epigenetic, transcriptomic,
metabolomic, proteomic, other biomarkers, or a combination
thereof, gave a detailed account of the association of
chronological age with the urinary peptidomic profile (UPPage) or provided evidence associating risk biomarkers or agerelated disease with UPP-age.

2

Added value of this study
This study produced and validated a robust and reproducible
urinary peptidomic biomarker, which reflects accelerated
ageing in the general population, in patients with chronic agerelated diseases, such as diabetes or chronic kidney disease,
and in patients with an acute viral infection shifting life course
from healthy to unhealthy ageing. Sequencing of the urinary
peptides identified the parental proteins. Molecular pathway
analysis indicated that the targetable molecular pathways
principally involved the biology of collagen and the
extracellular matrix.
Implications of all the available evidence
Ageing clocks focus on moving emphasis from treating to
preventing chronic age-related diseases, thereby improving the
sustainability of health care. In contrast to epigenetic,
proteomic, or metabolomic ageing clocks, urinary peptidomic
profiling, registered as an in-vitro diagnostic, is minimally
intrusive and requires only a 10 mL urine sample, which can be
processed without complex manipulation and from which all
previously described disease-specific UPP classifiers can be
generated. Furthermore, drugs specifically designed to inhibit
fibrosis at the extracellular or intracellular level would fill a
crucial unmet medical need. Our findings suggest that with
ageing, collagen deposition exceeds its breakdown. Focus
should therefore shift from drugs designed to inhibit collagen
synthesis, which also interfere with the normal response to
tissue injury, to agents promoting the resolution of fibrosis.
A root cause of the slow progress in designing antifibrotic drugs
might be that the current disease ontology focuses on specific
organs rather than on generalised pathophysiological
processes, with excessive fibrosis being a major body-wide
actor that transcends disease classifications.
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with long-term follow-up; to replicate the trained UPPageing clock in patients and to validate the clock in the
general population as a correlate or predictor of adverse
health outcomes; and to detect the molecular pathways
implicated in unhealthy ageing.

828 FLEMENGHO participants
renewed consent (2005–10)

24 without UPP data

Methods

804 had UPP measured

Study design and population
This prospective population study used data from the
Flemish Study on Environment, Genes, and Health
Outcomes (FLEMENGHO), which complies with the
Helsinki declaration and is registered at the Belgian Data
Protection Authority (III 11/1234/13; Aug 22, 2013). The
ethics committee of the University Hospitals Leuven,
Belgium, approved the secondary use of FLEMENGHO
6
data (B32220083510). From Aug 20, 1985, to Dec 14, 1990,
a random sample of the households living in a
geographically defined area of northern Belgium was
investigated with the goal to recruit an equal number of
participants in each of six subgroups stratified by sex and
age (20–39 years, 40–59 years, and ≥60 years). All
household members aged 20 years or older were invited to
take part, provided that the quota of their sex–age group
had not yet been satisfied. From April 3, 1996, to
May 12, 2007, recruitment of families continued, including
young people aged 10–19 years. Participants younger than
18 years provided informed assent and their parents or
custodians gave informed consent (appendix p 33). Of
4286 people invited to participate in FLEMENGHO, 3343
consented (participation rate 78·0%).
From May 30, 2005, until May 31, 2010, participants
were invited to a follow-up examination if their last
known address was within 15 km of the local examination
centre (Eksel, Belgium) and if they had not withdrawn
consent in any of the previous examination cycles
(1985–2004). Participants were excluded from analyses if
they were incapacitated, had not undergone UPP
profiling, or had either missing or outlying (three SDs
greater than the mean of all consenting participants)
values of body-mass index, plasma glucose, or serum
creatinine. All participants who had a follow-up visit
from 2005 to 2010 were invited to an additional follow-up
examination from Oct 28, 2009, until March 19, 2013.
Three datasets were therefore derived from the
FLEMENGHO cohort. Participants who took part in both
the 2005–10 follow-up examinations and in the additional
2009–13 follow-up visit constituted the derivation dataset,
which included their 2005–10 data, and the time-shifted
internal validation dataset, which included their 2009–13
data. The remaining participants who only had 2005–10
data constituted the synchronous internal validation
dataset (figure 1). In each examination cycle, participants
were examined only once. The 2005–10 data constituted
the baseline for the prospective follow-up of adverse
health outcomes until June 30, 2019 (appendix p 33).
For external validation, we included patients with type 1
or type 2 diabetes but without diabetic nephropathy (date

26 excluded
9 missing data
17 outliers*

778 available for analysis

559 available for derivation
(2005–10)

219 available for synchronous
validation (2005–10)

559 available for time-shifted
validation (2009–13)

Figure 1: Flowchart describing analysis of FLEMENGHO participants
FLEMENGHO=Flemish Study on Environment, Genes, and Health Outcomes.
UPP=urinary peptidomic profile. *Outlying values (three SDs greater than the
mean of all consenting participants) for body-mass index, plasma glucose,
or serum creatinine.
7

of UPP profiling May 1, 1984, to Oct 30, 2015), patients
who had recovered from PCR-confirmed COVID-19
infection WHO infection stages 1–3 (date of UPP profiling
8
June 23, 2020, to Jan 11, 2021), and patients with CKD but
without diabetes (date of UPP profiling May 29, 2001, to
9
Nov 17, 2017). The patient data were retrieved from the
Urine Proteome Database maintained by Mosaiques
Diagnostics (Hannover, Germany). These patients were
selected since diabetes and CKD are archetypes of chronic
age-related diseases and a COVID-19 infection is an acute
event often with long-term consequences that might alter
an individual’s life course from healthy to unhealthy
ageing. Patients in the external datasets with all required
clinical and biochemical variables available were matched
to the age distribution of the FLEMENGHO derivation
10
dataset. Information on medication or prospective
disease outcomes was not available in the Urine Proteome
Database.
To assess the impact of study attrition in FLEMENGHO,
we compared the 2005–10 data with those collected in
previous examination cycles spanning 1996–2005
(appendix p 32).

Measurements
For the FLEMENGHO datasets (appendix p 33),
covariables, risk factors, information of medication use,
and urine samples for UPP analysis were all collected on
the same day: from 2005 until 2010 (for the derivation
dataset and synchronous internal validation datasets) and
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from 2009 until 2013 (for the time-shifted internal
validation dataset). Blood pressure was the average of
five consecutive auscultatory readings obtained after
participants had rested for 5 min in a seated position.
Study nurses administered a standardised questionnaire
about each participant’s medical history, smoking and
drinking habits, and intake of medications. Anti
hypertensive drugs included diuretics (thiazides, loop
diuretics, and aldosterone antagonists), β blockers,
inhibitors of the renin–angiotensin system (angiotensinconverting enzyme inhibitors and angiotensin receptor
blockers, including or excluding β blockers), vasodilators
(calcium-channel blockers and α blockers), and other
blood pressure-lowering agents. The other major drug
classes analysed were oral and parenteral antidiabetic
medications, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and
lipid-lowering agents (fibrates, ezetimibe, cholestyramine,
and statins). Waist circumference was measured to the
nearest cm. Body fat percentage was measured using
bioelectrical impedance (Bodystat QuadScan 4000,
Bodystat, Isle of Man). Venous blood samples were
obtained after 8 h of fasting, and participants collected a
24 h urine sample. After centrifugation and aliquoting,
blood-derived specimens were stored at –80°C and 10 mL
urine samples at –40°C. A single certified laboratory
assessed the routine biochemistry, using qualitycontrolled automated methods. The estimated glomerular
filtration rate (eGFR) was computed from serum
creatinine,11 measured by a modification of Jaffe’s methods
with isotope-dilution calibration.12 According to the
Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration
equation,12 eGFR=141 × minimum (Scrt/κ, 1)α × maximum
(Scrt/κ,1)–¹·²⁰⁹ × 0·993age × 1·018 (if female), where Scrt is
the serum creatinine concentration in µmol/L, κ is 61·9
for women and 79·6 for men, and α is –0·329 for women
and –0·411 for men; minimum indicates the minimum of
Scrt/κ or 1 and maximum indicates the maximum of
Scrt/κ or 1. Homeostatic Model Assessment for Insulin
Resistance13 was calculated from fasting glucose and
insulin. Based on the literature, circulating biomarkers
reflecting vascular function, lipid metabolism, inflam
mation, and renal injury were selected from panels,
measured within 1 h of defrosting on a single serum
aliquot, using Bio-Chip Array Technology by Randox
Laboratories (County Antrim, UK). Desphosphouncarboxylated matrix Gla protein (dpucMGP), a
biomarker reflecting vitamin K status,14 was measured on
citrated plasma by ELISA.

Adverse health outcomes
At annual intervals, the vital status of FLEMENGHO
participants was ascertained by record linkage with the
National Population Registry in Brussels, Belgium. The
ICD codes for cause of death were obtained from
the Flemish Registry of Death Certificates. For all
participants, data on the incidence of non-fatal endpoints
were collected by a standardised questionnaire at follow-up
4

visits, via structured telephone interviews, and by searching
participants’ medical records at the four regional hospitals
and University Hospitals Leuven, all serving the catchment
area. The endpoints of interest were all-cause, cardio
vascular, and non-cardiovascular mortality. Fatal and nonfatal cancer included cancer deaths and new-onset cancer.
Musculoskeletal disorders included surgical interventions
(arthroplasty and joint replace
ment), surgical decom
pression of spinal nerve roots, and osteoporosis (ICD8
code 723.0, non-accidental fractures, invasive osteo
synthesis, spine stabilising surgery, or initiation of
bisphosphonate treatment). For analysis of the incidence
of adverse health outcomes in FLEMENGHO participants
(appendix p 33), the date of urine collections in 2005–10
served as the baseline. For all endpoints, participants were
censored at occurrence of the first event or on June 30, 2019,
if no event had occurred.

Urinary peptidomics
The same laboratory measured the urinary peptidome
in FLEMENGHO participants and in participants in
the external validation datasets, using a standardised
protocol. The methods for urine sample preparation;
capillary electrophoresis coupled with mass spectrometry
(CE-MS); peptide sequencing; and for the analysis,
calibration, and quality control of the mass spectrometric
3
data have been published and are described in the
appendix (pp 2–4). Sequenced urinary peptides with a
detectable signal in at least 30% of study participants are
commonly analysed when defining classifiers differen
tiating cases from controls using support vector
15
modelling. However, in our study, a continuously
distributed variable (age) was analysed in relation to a
linear combination of sequenced urinary peptides. To
avoid excessive variability due to a large number of
missing values, the more stringent 70% threshold
was applied. Thus, after rank normalisation with the
16
value set to the distribution minimum if undetectable,
sequenced urinary peptides with a detectable signal in at
least 70% of FLEMENGHO participants were analysed.

Statistical analysis
Database management and statistical analysis were
done using SAS, version 9.4 (maintenance level 5).
The distributions of circulating biomarkers were rank
normalised, by sorting measurements from the smallest
to the highest value and then applying the inverse
cumulative normal function. Between-group means were
compared using the large-sample Z test, proportions were
compared by Fisher’s exact test, and longitudinal changes
in proportions were compared by McNemar’s test.
Statistical methods also included single-adjusted and
multivariable-adjusted linear and proportional hazard
regression. The intraclass corre
lation coefficients
modelling aggregation of traits between related indi
viduals were estimated, using analysis of variance
with unrelated participants excluded from analyses.
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Significance was based on p values or q values of 0·05 or
less, with adjustment for multiple testing if indicated.
The analysis was done according to predefined
steps (appendix p 34). First, the association between
chronological age and urinary peptides was investigated
in the 2005–10 derivation dataset (n=559), with
cumulative adjustments applied for sex (categorical),
mean arterial pressure (diastolic blood pressure plus a
third of the difference between systolic and diastolic
blood pressure introduced as a continuously distributed
variable), body-mass index (continuous), plasma glucose
(continuous), γ-glutamyltransferase as an index of
alcohol intake (continuous), current smoking status
(categorical), the total-to-HDL serum cholesterol ratio
(continuous), and eGFR (continuous). The second
analysis step involved peptides remaining associated
with chronological age after correction for the false
discovery rate. These peptides were analysed by elastic
net regression to construct a model predicting age (UPPage). The L1 and L2 regression penalties were determined
by 10-fold random cross-validation. This procedure was
bootstrapped 1000 times to obtain the final estimates of
L1 and L2 and the 95% CI of the regression coefficients,
linking chronological age with each protein fragment in
the reduced set of urinary peptides.
Validation in the next analysis step was as follows:
(1) applying the UPP-age prediction model to the timeshifted internal validation dataset; (2) applying the UPPage prediction model to the synchronous internal
validation dataset; and (3) external validation in patients
with diabetes, COVID-19 infection, or CKD without
diabetes. To study the associations of biomarkers and
adverse health outcomes with molecular ageing, as
captured by UPP-age, over and beyond chronological age,
the residual of UPP-age regressed on chronological age
(UPP-age-R) was computed (appendix p 35).17 UPP-age-R
reflects rapid (accelerated) ageing. Molecular pathway
analysis, using the databases of Reactome and the Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) was the
final step in the analysis. Enriched pathways included at
least three proteins identified from the sequenced urinary
peptides, had a significant q value after false discovery rate
correction, and were visualised using R software to create
dot plots.18 Enrichment analysis, also known as overrepresentation analysis, is a statistical method to establish
whether gene products (proteins) belonging to a specific
Reactome or KEGG pathway are present more than would
be expected by chance in a dataset.

Role of the funding source
The funders of this study had no role in study design,
data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or the
writing of the report.

Results
From May 30, 2005, to May 31, 2010, 1208 FLEMENGHO
participants were invited for a follow-up examination. Of

Women
Menopausal women
Surgical menopause
Men

Derivation and time-shifted validation
dataset (n=559)

Synchronous validation
dataset (n=219)

2005–10
(baseline)

2005–10

2009–13
(follow-up)

p value*

282 (50%)

282 (50%)

145 (26%)

178 (32%)

<0·0001

··

13 (2%)

17 (3%)

<0·0001

277 (50%)

277 (50%)

··

p value†

113 (52%)

0·81

65 (30%)

0·048

8 (4%)

0·11

106 (48%)

0·81
0·43

Smokers

110 (20%)

88 (16%)

0·099

49 (22%)

Hypertension‡

230 (41%)

287 (51%)

0·0018

95 (43%)

0·57

Treated hypertension

138 (25%)

177 (32%)

0·012

60 (27%)

0·46

Diabetes§

17 (3%)

31 (6%)

0·054

11 (5%)

0·20

History of cardiovascular
disease

22 (4%)

27 (5%)

0·56

17 (8%)

0·043

History of cancer
Age, years

1 (<1%)
50·3 (14·8)

3 (1%)
55·0 (14·8)

Body-mass index, kg/m²

26·2 (3·8)

27·0 (4·0)

Waist circumference, cm

89·5 (11·8)

95·2 (12·2)

Systolic blood pressure, mm Hg 128·3 (17·0)

132·1 (17·0)

Diastolic blood pressure,
mm Hg

79·7 (9·4)

0·62
<0·0001
0·00075
<0·0001

0·19
0·11

26·6 (4·5)

0·29

90·2 (13·4)

0·51

131·5 (19·5)

0·035

82·3 (9·6)

<0·0001

79·5 (10·3)

0·92

<0·0001

96·9 (11·5)

0·25

87·2 (15·2)

0·16

79·6 (18·1)

0·12

Mean blood pressure, mm Hg

95·9 (10·4)

98·8 (10·2)

Serum creatinine, µmol/L

85·6 (13·1)

88·8 (18·1)

eGFR, mL/min per 1·73 m²

81·8 (14·7)

76·6 (15·2)

0·00022

2 (1%)
52·7 (17·9)

0·00065
<0·0001

Plasma glucose, mmol/L

4·87 (0·47)

4·92 (0·70)

0·19

4·98 (0·86)

0·085

Total serum cholesterol,
mmol/L

5·27 (0·96)

5·03 (0·94)

0·00010

5·20 (1·00)

0·34

HDL serum cholesterol, mmol/L

1·44 (0·35)

1·47 (0·38)

0·25

1·38 (0·35)

0·021

Total-to-HDL serum
cholesterol ratio

3·82 (1·00)

3·69 (2·54)

0·28

3·95 (1·07)

0·12

FSH in women, U/L
Daily tobacco use in smokers, g

20·0
(4·10–55·0)

40·7
(6·2–64·9)

<0·0001

12 (7–17)

10 (6–15)

0·040

29·4
(6·0–57·2)

<0·0001

10 (10–20)

0·44

10 year Framingham risk
score, %

7·28
(2·50–15·2)

··

··

8·71
(2·90–20·9)

0·14

dpucMGP, pmol/L

4·22
(2·92–5·88)

··

··

4·57
(2·89–6·39)

0·23

γ-glutamyltransferase, U/L

22·0
(15·0–32·0)

0·29

22·0
(16·0–33·0)

0·74

22·0
(16·0–33·0)

Data are n (%), mean (SD), or median (IQR). To convert eGFR from mL/min to mL/s per 1·73 m², multiply by 0·0167.
To convert dpucMGP from pmol/L to μg/L, multiply by 94·299. In FLEMENGHO, all participants were White and
European. dpucMGP=desphospho-uncarboxylated matrix Gla protein. eGFR=glomerular filtration rate derived from
serum creatinine, using the Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration equation. FLEMENGHO=Flemish Study
on Environment, Genes, and Health Outcomes. FSH=follicle-stimulating hormone. *p values for the difference
between baseline and follow-up. †p values for the difference between the derivation and synchronous validation
cohorts (2005–10 data). ‡Blood pressure of ≥140 mm Hg systolic or ≥90 mm Hg diastolic or use of antihypertensive
drugs. §Fasting plasma glucose of ≥7·0 mmol/L, a self-reported diagnosis, diabetes documented in practice or hospital
records, or use of antidiabetic drugs.

Table 1: Characteristics of FLEMENGHO participants

these participants, 26 had died, 27 were incapacitated,
and 100 had moved out of the catchment area. Of the
remaining 1055 participants, 828 (77·9%) renewed written
informed consent (figure 1). 50 further participants were
excluded because they did not meet inclusion criteria,
resulting in 778 participants with follow-up examinations
from 2005 to 2010. Of these, 559 (71·9%) had a further
follow-up examination from Oct 28, 2009, to March 19, 2013
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A

B
n=559
r=0·87; p<0·0001
Chronological age=
(0·99 ×UPP-age) + 0·56

100

Chronological age (years)

80

C
n=559
r=0·74; p<0·0001
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Figure 2: Correlations between observed chronological age and age predicted by the urinary proteome in FLEMENGHO participants and patients
Correlations for the derivation dataset (2005–10; A), time-shifted internal validation dataset (2009–13; B), and synchronous internal validation dataset (2005–10; C) in
FLEMENGHO participants. Distributions of chronological age and UPP-age (superimposed on the UPP-age distribution in the FLEMENGHO derivation dataset [grey bars])
for patients with diabetes (D), COVID-19 (E), and chronic kidney disease (F). Correlations between chronological age and UPP-age for patients with diabetes (G),
COVID-19 (H), and chronic kidney disease (I). Regression lines (solid black) are given with 95% CIs (dotted lines) for predicting mean chronological age (narrow band) and
chronological age in individual participants (broad band). The blue line in the correlation plots is the identity line. FLEMENGHO=Flemish Study on Environment, Genes,
and Health Outcomes. UPP=urinary peptidomic profile. UPP-age=age as predicted by the UPP.

(figure 1) and were included in derivation and time-shifted
internal datasets; the remaining 219 participants were
included in the synchronous internal validation dataset.
The derivation and time-shifted internal validation
cohort (n=559) included 282 (50%) women and 277 (50%)
6

men (table 1). In these 559 participants, mean age at
baseline (2005–10) was 50·3 years (SD 14·8; range
16·2–82·1) and mean age was 55·0 years (14·8) at followup (2009–13), which took place after a median interval
of 4·9 years (IQR 4·4–5·2). Ageing from baseline to
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follow-up was accompanied by increases in mean bodymass index (+0·8 kg/m²), waist circumference (+5·7 cm),
and systolic and diastolic blood pressure (+3·8 mm Hg
and +2·6 mm Hg), a reduction in mean eGFR
(–5·2 mL/min per 1·73 m²), reduced median use of
tobacco (–2 g), and a higher number of menopausal
women (+33 women). The characteristics of the derivation
(n=559) and synchronous internal validation (n=219)
cohorts at baseline were broadly similar (table 1).
In the derivation database, the UPP included
21 560 peptides. Of 4080 sequenced peptides, 635 identi
fying 67 parental proteins had a detectable signal in at
least 70% of participants and were used for further
analyses. With adjustments applied for sex, mean
arterial pressure, body-mass index, plasma glucose,
γ-glutamyltransferase, smoking status, the total-to-HDL
serum cholesterol ratio, and eGFR, and with false
discovery rate corrected significance, chronological age
was associated with 210 sequenced peptides, identifying
39 parental proteins (appendix pp 7–18). Associations of
age with multiple urinary peptide fragments originating
from the same protein were all directionally similar for
the top-ranked peptides, with the exception of one of
104 COL1A1 fragments, one of 41 COL3A1 fragments,
and one of three COL5A2 peptides (appendix pp 7–18).
For the peptide with the highest significance level
representing one of the 39 parental proteins in the
derivation dataset, associations of chronological age with
the urinary peptides were confirmed for all in the timeshifted internal validation dataset and the synchronous
internal validation dataset (appendix pp 19–20) on the
basis of a one-sided p value of 0·05 (given the prior
probability established by the significance in the
derivation dataset). For 25 (64%) of the 39 proteins,
confirmation was established in the time-shifted and the
synchronous internal validation datasets, for two (5%) in
the time-shifted validation dataset, and for six (15%) in
the synchronous validation set. Thus, the association
with chronological age remained unconfirmed for
six (15%) of 39 proteins from the derivation dataset
(appendix pp 19–20). The fragments that were not
replicated originated from CD99, PIGR, KRT10, PCDH7,
COL7A1, and UBAC2. Findings were largely similar
when we assessed the consistency of the relationship
with chronological age for all peptide fragments derived
from the 39 proteins that had passed the false discovery
rate-corrected threshold of significance in the derivation
dataset (appendix pp 21–22). Volcano plots (appendix p 37)
show the high consistency of the finding across the
FLEMENGHO datasets (derivation vs time-shifted and
synchronous datasets).
In FLEMENGHO, of 210 sequenced peptides (appendix
pp 7–18) submitted to elastic net regression, 54 (26%)
originating from 17 proteins were retained in the UPPage prediction model (appendix pp 23–26). UPP-age
explained 76·3% of chronological age in the derivation
dataset (r=0·87), with similar estimates in women

(78·5% [r=0·89]) and men (74·5 [r=0·86]), 54·4%
(r=0·74) of chronological age in the time-shifted internal
validation dataset, and 65·3% (r=0·81) in the synchronous
internal validation dataset (figure 2). Chronological age
and UPP-age were similar in the derivation dataset
(chronological age 50·3 years [SE 0·63] vs UPP-age
50·3 years [0·55], p=0·99) and in the synchronous
internal validation dataset (52·5 years [1·21] vs 53·4 years
[1·15], p=0·18). However, in the time-shifted internal
validation dataset, chronological age was higher than
UPP-age (55·0 years [0·62] vs 51·8 years [0·49],
p<0·0001). Furthermore, compared with the derivation
dataset (figure 2A), the regression line slope of
chronological age on UPP-age was similar in the timeshifted internal validation dataset (figure 2B; p=0·29),
but slightly smaller in the synchronous internal
validation data (figure 2C; p=0·0074). The estimates of
Chronological age
p value

r

UPP-age

UPP-age-R
p value

r

p value

r

Vascular biomarkers
Systolic blood pressure

0·52

<0·0001

0·49

<0·0001

0·10

0·0042

Diastolic blood pressure

0·17

<0·0001

0·19

<0·0001

0·07

0·037

VEGF

0·14

<0·0001

0·18

<0·0001

0·10

0·0048

PAI1

0·10

0·0041

0·14

<0·0001

0·10

0·0042

eGFR

–0·71

<0·0001

–0·65

<0·0001

–0·09

0·011

NGAL

0·19

<0·0001

0·22

<0·0001

0·11

0·0015

Plasma glucose

0·30

<0·0001

0·28

<0·0001

0·05

0·17

Serum insulin

–0·01

0·77

0·03

0·33

0·08

0·022

0·05

0·16

0·08

0·018

0·08

0·028

Body-mass index

0·27

<0·0001

0·29

<0·0001

0·11

0·0013

Waist circumference

0·33

<0·0001

0·34

<0·0001

0·11

0·0029

Body fat

0·36

<0·0001

0·34

<0·0001

0·08

0·22

Leptin

0·09

0·0081

0·14

<0·0001

0·12

0·00067

Resistin

0·08

0·031

0·11

0·0028

0·08

0·029

Renal biomarkers

Insulin resistance

HOMA-IR
Lipid biomarkers

Inflammation biomarkers
C-reactive protein

0·12

0·0011

0·14

<0·0001

0·08

0·029

TNFα

0·28

<0·0001

0·31

<0·0001

0·12

0·00049

TNFR1

0·36

<0·0001

0·36

<0·0001

0·11

0·0016

Other markers
Daily tobacco use in smokers

–0·07

0·052

–0·054

0·13

0·01

0·78

Follicle-stimulating hormone
in women (n=395)

0·64

<0·0001

0·55

<0·0001

0·06

0·26

Framingham risk score

0·88

<0·0001

0·76

<0·0001

0·03

0·39

dpucMGP

0·42

<0·0001

0·42

<0·0001

0·11

0·0027

The distributions of VEGF, PAI1, NGAL, HOMA-IR, body fat, leptin, resistin, C-reactive protein, TNFα, TNFR1, daily use of
tobacco, follicle-stimulating hormone, Framingham risk score, and dpucMGP were rank normalised. r is the Pearson
correlation coefficient. dpucMGP=desphospho-uncarboxylated matrix Gla protein. eGFR=glomerular filtration rate
derived from serum creatinine. FLEMENGHO=Flemish Study on Environment, Genes, and Health Outcomes.
HOMA-IR=Homeostatic Model Assessment for Insulin Resistance. UPP=urinary peptidomic profile. UPP-age=age as
predicted by the UPP. UPP-age-R=residual of the regression of UPP-age on chronological age and reflects accelerated
ageing as predicted by the UPP-age, independent of chronological age.

Table 2: Risk biomarkers in relation to age in FLEMENGHO participants examined from 2005 to 2010
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n/N (%)

Chronological age

UPP-age

UPP-age-R

HR (95% CI)

p value

HR (95% CI)

p value

HR (95% CI)

p value

Mortality
Total

71/778 (9%)

3·62 (2·87–4·57)

<0·0001

2·23 (1·97–2·52)

<0·0001

1·54 (1·22–1·95)

0·00032

Cardiovascular

24/778 (3%)

7·27 (4·32–12·23)

<0·0001

2·58 (2·10–3·16)

<0·0001

1·72 (1·20–2·47)

0·0033

Non-cardiovascular

43/778 (6%)

2·71 (2·08–3·53)

<0·0001

2·00 (1·69–2·37)

<0·0001

1·35 (0·96–1·91)

0·083

Fatal and non-fatal cancer

71/778 (9%)

2·00 (1·67–2·39)

<0·0001

1·70 (1·47–1·96)

<0·0001

1·10 (0·82–1·49)

0·53

162/778 (21%)

1·03 (0·93–1·14)

0·53

1·07 (0·96–1·19)

0·24

1·13 (0·92–1·37)

0·24

Musculoskeletal disorders
Osteoarticular complications
Osteoporosis and fractures
All

68/778 (9%)

1·24 (1·06–1·46)

0·0083

1·34 (1·14–1·57)

1·40 (1·06–1·85)

0·018

Women

48/395 (12%)

1·55 (1·26–1·91)

<0·0001

1·53 (1·28–1·83)

<0·0001

0·00046

1·43 (1·28–1·97)

0·029

Men

20/383 (5%)

0·82 (0·62–1·08)

0·19

0·86 (0·62–1·19)

0·36

1·20 (0·68–2·11)

0·54

HRs, given with 95% CI, express the relative risk per 10 year increment in chronological age, UPP-age, and UPP-age-R. Cause of death was not documented in four
participants. FLEMENGHO=Flemish Study on Environment, Genes, and Health Outcomes. HR=hazard ratio. n=incident endpoints N=participants at risk. UPP=urinary
peptidomic profile. UPP-age=age as predicted by the UPP. UPP-age-R=residual of the regression of UPP-age on chronological age and reflects accelerated ageing as predicted
by the UPP-age, independent of chronological age.

Table 3: Risk of adverse health outcomes in relation to age in FLEMENGHO participants

the increases in chronological age for a 10 year increment
in UPP-age were 9·9 years (95% CI 9·4–10·3) in
the derivation dataset, 9·4 years (8·7–10·2) in the timeshifted internal validation dataset, and 8·5 years
(7·6–9·3) in the synchronous internal validation dataset.
The external validation cohorts, age-matched to the
derivation dataset, included 1575 patients with diabetes
without nephropathy (mean eGFR 97·7 mL/min per
1·73 m²; (figure 2G), 110 patients with PCR-confirmed
COVID-19 (eGFR 75·4 mL/min per 1·73 m²; figure 2H),
and 204 patients with CKD without diabetes (eGFR
43·3 mL/min per 1·73 m²; figure 2I). Compared with
chronological age (figure 2D–F), predicted UPP‑age was
higher in patients with diabetes (chronological age
50·8 years [SE 0·37] vs UPP-age 56·9 years [0·30]),
COVID‑19 (53·2 years [1·80] vs 58·5 years [1·67]), or CKD
(54·6 years [0·97] vs 62·3 years [0·85]; all p<0·0001).
Using the trained model, the slopes of chronological age
regressed on UPP-age were smaller in all patient groups
than in the derivation sample (p<0·0001; figure 2G–I).
The increases in chronological age predicted by 10 year
UPP-age increments were 8·5 years (95% CI 8·1–8·9) in
patients with diabetes, 7·9 years (6·5–9·3) in those with
COVID-19, and 4·9 years (3·5–6·4) in those with CKD
(figure 2G–I). Thus, in patients, the slope of chronological
age on UPP-age was smaller than the age predicted by
the trained model in the FLEMENGHO derivation
dataset, thereby resulting in greater UPP-age than
chronological age, reflecting accelerated ageing in the
patients compared with the general population.
The coefficient of variation of UPP-age was established
in three healthy individuals not included in the population
or patient cohorts, who each had UPP profiling on midmorning urine samples collected on 6 different days
within a 1 month time span. The within-individual
coefficients of variation ranged from 2·7% to 11·3%, with
8

a mean of 7·3% (SE 2·5), indicating satisfactory shortterm reproducibility (appendix p 36).
Overall, the FLEMENGHO study population consisted
of 114 unrelated participants and 664 related partici
pants, belonging to 17 single-generation families and
61 multigeneration pedigrees. The intraclass correlation
coefficients among related FLEMENGHO participants
were 0·15 (95% CI 0·07 to 0·23; p=0·00029) for
chronological age, 0·23 (0·15 to 0·30; p<0·0001)
for UPP-age, and 0·19 (0·11 to 0·26; p<0·0001) for
UPP-age-R. Biomarkers reflecting vascular risk factors
including blood pressure, renal dysfunction, insulin
resistance, obesity, disproportional distribution of fat
tissue, deregulation of the lipid metabolism, inflam
mation, and poor vitamin K status, as reflected by
dpucMGP, were significantly associated with UPP-age and
UPP-age-R (table 2). Accounting for the intrafamilial
clustering of risk factors weakened the associations of risk
factors with chronological age, UPP-age, and UPP-age-R
(appendix p 27), but the correlations of UPP-age-R
remained significant for NGAL (r=0·09; p=0·036), bodymass index (r=0·10; p=0·021), waist circumference
(r=0·09; 0·022), leptin (r=0·09; 0·027), and dpucMGP
(r=0·10; p=0·019). 298 (38%) of 778 FLEMENGHO
participants reported taking antihypertensive, antidiabetic,
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory, and lipid-lowering drugs.
These participants had higher chronological age and UPPage than participants not using any of these drug classes
(p<0·0001; appendix p 6). However, UPP-age-R was only
higher in patients using diuretics (n=78; 2·07 years;
95% CI 0·35 to 3·79; p=0·018), patients taking inhibitors
of the renin–angiotensin system including β blockers
(n=21; 3·34 years; 0·22 to 6·46; p=0·036), and patients on
a single antihypertensive drug (n=41; 2·65 years;
0·32 to 4·98; p=0·026). There were no significant
differences in patients taking antidiabetic drugs (n=22;
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Discussion
The main finding of this study was that chronological age
was associated with a specific change in the UPP
signature. This relationship between chronological age
and UPP-age was replicated within the FLEMENGHO
population using the derivation and internal validation
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C
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2·86 years; –0·17 to 5·88 years; p=0·064) or in patients
taking any combination of the aforementioned drug
classes (n=298; 1·00 year; –0·10 to 2·10; p=0·075)
compared with participants not taking any drug
(appendix p 6).
Median follow-up of the all FLEMENGHO participants
was 12·4 years (IQR 10·8–13·2). Total mortality, cardio
vascular mortality, non-cardiovascular mortality, and fatal
plus non-fatal cancer were associated with increasing
chronological age, with hazard ratios (HRs) per 10 year
increment ranging from 2·00 (95% CI 1·67–2·39) to
7·27 (4·32–12·23; all p<0·0001), and were associated
with increasing UPP-age, with HRs ranging from
1·70 (1·47–1·96) to 2·58 (2·10–3·16; all p<0·0001;
table 3, figure 3). Total and cardiovascular mortality were
also significantly associated with UPP-age-R, with HRs of
1·54 (1·22–1·95; p=0·00032) for total mortality and
1·72 (1·20–2·47; p=0·0033) for cardiovascular mortality
(table 3). The combined endpoint of osteoporosis and
fractures (table 3) was significantly associated with
chronological age, UPP-age, and UPP-age-R across all
participants and in women but not in men (table 3). In all
participants, the 10 year HRs were 1·24 (95% CI
1·06–1·46) for chronological age, 1·34 (1·14–1·57) for
UPP-age, and 1·40 (1·06–1·85) for UPP-age-R; the
corresponding HRs in women only were 1·55 (1·26–1·91),
1·53 (1·28–1·83), and 1·43 (1·28–1·97). Adjustment for
family clusters produced similar results (appendix p 28)
to the analyses unadjusted for family clusters.
Using the Reactome and KEGG databases, the UPP
reflected 27 (Reactome) and ten (KEGG) over-represented
pathways (q value <0·01; figure 4; appendix pp 29–31). The
top pathways identified by Reactome included the biology
of collagen, the extracellular matrix (integrin and nonintegrin interactions), and cellular structural regulation.
The highest-ranking KEGG pathways were protein
digestion and absorption (hsa04974), and in line with the
Reactome analysis, pathways involved in extracellular
matrix structure and functioning (hsa04512 and hsa04510).
Information on the effects of study attrition was
available for all 778 FLEMENGHO participants included
in the derivation and synchronous internal validation
cohorts (2005–10) and for 360 of the 413 participants
not included in analyses, because they had died, were
institutionalised, had moved away from the study area,
declined further participation, or were excluded from
analysis. In 1996–2005, participants included in
analyses were 7·4 years older than those not included,
which explained most of the other between-group
differences.
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Figure 3: Heat maps relating mortality to age in 778 FLEMENGHO participants
Proportion of participants by UPP-age and chronological age cross-classification (A). Cox proportional hazards
regression showing 10 year risk of death for total (B), cardiovascular (C), and non-cardiovascular (D) mortality in
relation to chronological age and UPP-age, derived from the 2005–10 baseline examinations (appendix p 33).
FLEMENGHO=Flemish Study on Environment, Genes, and Health Outcomes. UPP=urinary peptidomic profile.
UPP-age=age as predicted by the UPP.

datasets. In patients with diabetes, PCR-confirmed
COVID-19 infection, or CKD, there was a change in UPP
towards a profile characteristic of a chronological age
higher than predicted by the trained model indicating
that the UPP-age was higher than chronological age, and
suggesting accelerated ageing in the patient cohorts.
In the FLEMENGHO population, risk factors were
associated with UPP-age, independent of chronological
age, but adjustment for family clusters weakened these
associations, probably because of the high intrafamilial
correlation of UPP-age-R, a marker of accelerated ageing,
and perhaps because of the simultaneous assessment
of risk factors and the UPP. However, the positive
associations of NGAL, body-mass index, waist circum
ference, leptin, and dpucMGP withstood adjustment for
familial aggregation. The differences in UPP-age-R
between patients taking medication to treat chronic agerelated disorders (appendix p 6) and patients not taking
medication must be carefully interpreted. We previously
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Figure 4: Pathway analysis
AGE-RAGE=advanced glycation end product-receptor for advanced glycation end products. ECM=extracellular matrix. KEGG=Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes. q values are the Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p values.

showed that most drug classes, including antirejection
19
drugs, do not materially alter the UPP. Therefore, the
results of the medication analyses are likely not to reflect
the use of medications per se but rather the conditions for
which these medications are prescribed. Indeed, the
prescription of medication might signal greater disease
severity, hence higher UPP-age. Furthermore, irrespective
of adjustment for familial aggregation, the incidence
of total and cardiovascular mortality and osteoporosis
combined with non-accidental fractures was related to
UPP-age independent of chronological age. The most
relevant molecular pathways informed by the proteins
involved deregulation of collagen biology and extracellular
matrix maintenance.
10

In keeping with the pathway analysis (appendix
pp 29–31), the decrease with age in the abundance of the
urinary collagen fragments, mainly originating from
fibrillar collagens (types I, II, III, V, and XI) and molecular
bridge collagens (types IX, XIV, XIX, and XXII), was a
striking finding. This change in UPP reflects the bodywide fibrosis of vital organs and extracellular matrix
reorganisation, commonly associated with ageing as well
as with age-related chronic diseases, whereby the rate of
collagen deposition exceeds the rate of its breakdown.20
Stiffening of tissues caused by fibrosis and extracellular
matrix remodelling is the root cause of organ dysfunction,
particularly in the heart, lung, and kidney and is a major
player in rheumatic disease and osteoarthritis. The finding
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that urinary fragments derived from collagens and MGP
were dysregulated and were associated with cardiovascular
mortality suggest potential involvement of arterial and left
ventricular stiffening and micro
vascular dysfunction in
accelerated ageing.14 A urinary fragment of COL25A1, of
which the tissue-specific expression and functional role
are currently not well defined, was consistently upregulated
in the derivation and validation datasets. The COL25A1
gene plays a role in collagenous Alzheimer amyloid plaque
formation, an age-related condition.21 Furthermore, insulin
resistance was significantly associated with UPP-age.
Via a non-enzymatic process, dysregulation of glucose
metabolism and diabetes promote the generation of
advanced glycation end products (AGEs), which contribute
to cross-linking of collagens in the basement membranes,
leading to fibrosis, particularly in the vasculature.22 The
PI3K pathway (appendix pp 29–31) regulates insulin and
glucose metabolism, immune responses, and cell
proliferation.23 Both the advanced glycation end productreceptor for advanced glycation end products (AGERAGE) signalling22 and PI3K23 pathways are affected by
nutritional status and medications, which vary in an
age-dependent way.
Along similar lines, several risk factors, in particular
those remaining significantly associated with UPP-age-R
after adjustment for familial aggregation—ie, NGAL,24
body-mass index, waist circumference, and leptin25—are
commonly associated with chronic inflammation and
sympathetic activation, which are both main drivers of
fibrosis. A systematic review of the age-related proteome
established from various human biological media
summarised 36 studies26 and identified 117 proteins
associated with ageing, which were replicated in at least
four of the articles reviewed. Of these proteins, our study
picked up eight: COL1A1, COL3A1, COL1A2, FGA,
CSTB, S100A9, PIGR, COL15A1. This previous review26
included four studies based on the urinary proteome.27–30
Two small studies of 37 healthy volunteers (age range
19–90 years)27 and 52 healthy men (19–57 years)28
identified 19 and 23 age-related proteins, respectively,
which were inconsistent with our current findings.
One larger study reported that in 324 healthy individuals
(2–73 years) most of 49 age-related urinary peptides were
markers of CKD.29 The most recent report of 1227 healthy
individuals and 10 333 patients with a wide variety of
disorders (aged 20–86 years) identified 116 age-related
urinary peptides, which predominantly originated
from collagen, uromodulin, and fibrinogen.30 However,
none of these previous publications27–30 attempted to
construct a robust UPP-ageing marker independent of
chronological age.
Despite the diversity of underlying causes that lead to
fibrosis in any given tissue, common biochemical and
cellular mechanisms occur in all organs. Injury activates
resident fibroblasts or recruits bone-marrow-derived
circulating fibrocytes and epithelial or endothelial cells,
and drives the epithelial or endothelial-to-mesenchymal

transition. Subsequently, these cells transdifferentiate into
α-smooth muscle actin expressing myofibroblasts that
secrete the extracellular matrix components required for
wound repair in acute injury, but produce excessive
extracellular matrix deposition in response to persistent
injury.31 Antifibrotic drugs remain a crucially important
unmet medical need, as nearly 45% of all natural deaths in
high-income countries are attributed to the complications
of chronic fibroproliferative disorders.32 A detailed review
of the molecular pathways of fibrosis and of the
refurbished or experimental drugs inhibiting fibrosis
extracellularly or intracellularly is beyond the scope of this
Article and is summarised elsewhere.33 However, drugs
specifically designed to inhibit fibrosis at the intracellular
or extracellular level, in particular by targeting collagen
degradation,34 would meet a pressing need in ageing
populations32 but, to our knowledge, few are being
developed. The underlying reason for the unmet needs for
antifibrotic drugs might be that the current ontology of
disease focuses on specific organs rather than on
generalised pathophysiological processes, with fibrosis
being a major body-wide actor that transcends disease
classifications, even playing a role in the treatability of
solid tumours.35 Multiple efforts aimed at attenuating
collagen synthesis have been made but until now have not
delivered benefits. Moreover, inhibiting collagen synthesis
interferes with the normal responses to injury. Because
our findings suggest that the rate of collagen deposition
exceeds that of its breakdown, focus might shift to
interventions promoting resolution of fibrosis rather than
inhibition of the deposition of collagen.
The main function of type I collagen assembly in the
skeletal extracellular matrix is to maintain the structural
integrity and mechanical properties of the bone.36
Oestrogen deficiency in women, occurring after
oophorectomy or naturally with menopause, activates
proinflammatory cytokines, which stimulate osteoclast
activity and shift bone metabolism to bone loss,37 thereby
contributing to the decrease with age in urinary collagen
type I fragments. The AGE-RAGE signalling pathway is
potentially implicated in reducing bone density and bone
quality and in suppressing bone turnover biomarkers.38
Independent of chronological age, UPP-age was positively
associated with dpucMGP, a marker of vitamin K
deficiency, which is required for the γ carboxylation and
activation of MGP, osteocalcin, GAS6, periostin, and
protein S.39 These vitamin K-dependent proteins are
major players in promoting differentiation and expression
of specific genes in osteoblasts and activating proteins
involved in bone extracellular matrix mineralisation40
and play a role in activating TAM receptors affecting
inflammation and haemostasis.41 Moreover, vascular
smooth muscle cells and the endothelium synthesise
MGP.14 Activated MGP plays a key role in maintaining
macrovascular and microvascular integrity and the
maintenance of left ventricular and renal function.14 In
FLEMENGHO, plasma dpucMGP levels ranging from
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1·4 μg/L to 4·6 μg/L (132–434 pmol/L) were optimal in
mitigating the risk of mortality and macrovascular
cardiovascular disease; the 4·6 μg/L threshold corres
ponded with the 65th percentile of the dpucMGP
distribution, indicating that nearly a third of the general
population in a high-income country has a poor vitamin K
status.14
Strengths of the current study are the replication and
validation of the UPP-age prediction model within the
FLEMENGHO cohort, the demonstration of premature
ageing in patients with diabetes, COVID-19, or CKD, and
the demonstration of the clinical relevance of the UPP data
in relation to risk biomarkers and, more importantly, in
relation to prospectively collected health outcomes,
including both fatal and non-fatal endpoints and both
cardiovascular and non-cardiovascular adverse health
outcomes. The UPP model is unbiased in the sense that it
does not depend on predefined markers but is only
determined by peptides passing the glomerular barrier or
generated along the nephron, and because it is platform
independent.3 A 10 mL morning urine sample, as used in
patient studies,7,9,10 or an aliquot from 24 h urine collection,
as used in FLEMENGHO,6 are sufficient to run the CE-MS
analysis. This provides great flexibility in collecting urine
and using biobank resources. The calibration of the CE-MS
procedure (appendix pp 2–4) corrects for methodological
differences in urine sampling. The current study was
population-based, and did not include severely ill patients
as a proxy of ageing and covered a representative age
range. The data that we analysed are original and were not
included in any previous analyses of ageing clocks.
Notwithstanding these strong points, the present study
must also be interpreted within the context of its
limitations. First, over nearly four decades of follow-up, as
is the case in all long-term population studies, attrition of
the FLEMENGHO cohort occurred. However, results
of sensitivity analyses (appendix p 32) showed that
participants included in analyses were older than those not
included, suggesting that attrition mainly reflected the
difficulty in keeping young adults in follow-up, who were
pursuing secondary or higher education elsewhere or who
were involved in occupational or familial responsibilities.
Second, the FLEMENGHO cohort was recruited in a highincome country, while low-income and middle-income
countries are transitioning rapidly from a disease burden
dominated by communicable, maternal, neo
natal, and
nutritional causes to non-communicable diseases and
injuries.1 The ongoing Urinary Proteomics Combined with
Home Blood Pressure Telemonitoring for Health Care
Reform Trial (NCT04299529) is addressing UPP profiling
in a multiethnic and multicultural context.42 Third, the
findings on osteoporosis and associated fractures are in
keeping with the concept that women live longer than men
do, but with a lower quality of life.43 However, the present
study did not elaborate on the health-care costs related to
this issue. Fourth, there was a preponderance of short
amino acid chains among the sequenced peptides, which
12

might be due to the reduced success of sequencing longerchain peptides. Unknown post-translational modifications
are the most likely cause for not being able to identify a
peptide sequence with confidence. Peptide abundance also
affects the quality of the tandem mass spectrometry
spectra. However, although only 17% of the detected
urinary peptides were sequenced, those currently
sequenced represented 63% of the total peptide mass.44
Fourth, proteins with high molecular weight, such as
CILP,31 do not readily pass the cell membrane, remain
trapped within the extracellular matrix, and consequently
might not be detected by UPP profiling, although they do
play a role in pressure-induced left ventricular fibrosis and
might be biomarkers of premature ageing.
In conclusion, ageing is associated with a specific and
reproducible shift in the UPP signature, predominantly
reflecting fibrosis. UPP-based classifiers are registered
in-vitro diagnostics in Germany and the EU. Until now,
UPP classifiers had specific clinical indications, such as
screening for left ventricular dysfunction,4 early risk
stratification for progressing CKD5 or diabetic nephro
pathy,5 or predicting admission to intensive care facilities
by patients with COVID-19.8 In contrast to epigenetic or
proteomic ageing clocks, UPP profiling is minimally
intrusive and requires only a 10 mL urine sample, which
can be processed without complex manipulation and
from which all previously described disease-specific UPP
classifiers can be generated. Thus, the UPP-ageing clock
widens the clinical applicability of UPP profiling and
might help in moving emphasis from treating to
preventing chronic age-related diseases.42 Furthermore,
innovation in addressing the disability associated with
ageing and age-related disorders should transcend the
artificial categorisation of disease by organ system and
should instead focus on treatment modalities that reduce
the maladaptive fibrotic response to chronic injury across
the body. Antifibrotic drugs, preferentially designed to
stimulate collagen breakdown rather than to inhibit
collagen biosynthesis, would allow prevention instead
of treatment of established, progressive, and often
irreversible disease, thereby increasing the sustainability
of health care. Here, UPP profiling opens an additional
window of opportunity, because in line with the
suggestion of the European Medicines Agency to shorten
the duration and reduce the cost of clinical trials, for
instance in CKD,45 a change in UPP-age could be an
intermediary trial endpoint, accelerating innovation in
drug discovery.
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Urinary proteomics
Sample preparation and CE-MS analysis
Sample preparation and CE-MS analysis were performed essentially as described.1 Urine
aliquots were thawed and 700 μl mixed with 700 μl of 2 M urea, 10 mM NH4OH containing
0ꞏ02 % SDS. Subsequently, samples were ultrafiltered using a Centristat 20 kDa cut-off
centrifugal filter device (Satorius, Göttingen, Germany) to eliminate high molecular weight
proteins. The obtained filtrate was desalted using a PD 10 gel filtration column (GE
Healthcare Bio Sciences, Uppsala, Sweden) to remove urea, electrolytes and salts as well as
to enrich polypeptides. The samples were lyophilised and stored at 4°C before usage.
Shortly before CE-MS analysis, the samples were re-suspended in 10 L HPLC-grade H2O.
Samples were injected into CE-MS with 2 psi for 99 sec, resulting in injection volumes of
~280 nL.
A P/ACE MDQ capillary electrophoresis system (Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA) was
coupled with a Micro-TOF MS (Bruker Daltronic, Bremen, Germany). A solution of 20%
acetonitrile (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany) in HPLC-grade water (Roth, Karlsruhe,
Germany) supplemented with 0ꞏ94% formic acid (Sigma-Aldrich) was used as running buffer.
For CE-MS analysis, the electrospray ionisation interface from Agilent Technologies (Palo
Alto, CA) was set to a potential of -4ꞏ0 to -4ꞏ5 kV. Spectra were recorded over an m/z range
of 350-3000 and accumulated every 3 s.
CE-MS data processing
After the CE-MS analysis, mass spectral ion peaks representing identical molecules at
different charge states were deconvoluted into single masses using MosaFinder software.2
Only signals with z>1 observed in a minimum of 3 consecutive spectra with a signal-to-noise
ratio of at least 4 were considered. The resulting peak list characterizes each polypeptide by
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its mass and migration time. Data were calibrated utilising 150 reference mass data points
and 452 reference migration time data points by applying global and local linear regression,
respectively. Reference signals of 29 abundant collagen peptide fragments were used as
internal standards for calibration using local linear regression.3 These 29 peptides were
selected, based on their high abundance and lack of association with disease. This
procedure reproducibly addresses both analytical and dilution variances in a single
calibration step and performs better than standardisation based on the urinary creatinine
concentration.3 The obtained peak list characterises each polypeptide by its calibrated
molecular mass [Da], calibrated CE migration time [min] and normalised signal intensity. All
detected peptides are deposited, matched, and annotated in a Microsoft SQL database
allowing further statistical analysis.
Sequencing of peptides
Candidate biomarkers were sequenced using CE-MS/MS or LC-MS/MS analysis, as
described in detail.4 MS/MS experiments were using an Ultimate 3000 nano-flow system
(Dionex/LC Packings, USA) or a P/ACE MDQ capillary electrophoresis system (Beckman
Coulter, Fullerton, CA), both connected to an LTQ Orbitrap hybrid mass spectrometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany) equipped with a nano-electrospray ion source. The
mass spectrometer is operated in data-dependent mode to automatically switch between MS
and MS/MS acquisition. Survey full-scan MS spectra (from m/z 300–2,000) were acquired in
the Orbitrap. Ions were sequentially isolated for fragmentation. Data files were searched
against the UniProt human nonredundant database using Proteome Discoverer 2ꞏ4 and the
SEQUEST search engine. Relevant settings were: no fixed modifications, oxidation of
methionine and proline as variable modifications. The minimum precursor mass was set to
790 Da, maximum precursor mass to 6000 Da with a minimum peak count of 10. The high-
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confidence peptides were defined by cross-correlation (Xcorr) >1.9 and rank = 1. Precursor
mass tolerance and fragment mass tolerance were 5 ppm and 0.05 Da, respectively. For
further validation of obtained peptide sequences, the correlation between peptide charge at
the working pH of 2 and CE-migration time was utilised to minimise incorrect sequence
assignment:5 calculated CE-migration time of the sequence candidate based on its peptide
sequence (number of basic amino acids) was compared to the experimental migration time.
References
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Centre for Environmental Sciences, Hasselt University, Hasselt, Belgium ― DS Martens
PhD, Prof TS Nawrot PhD, HA Roels PhD, C Wang MSc.
Mosaiques-Diagnostics GmbH, Hannover, Germany ― A Latosinska PhD, Prof H Mischak
PhD, Justyna Siwy PhD.
Non-Profit Research Institute Alliance for the Promotion of Preventive Medicine, Mechelen
Belgium ― Prof K Asayama, Prof TW Hansen MD, Prof GE Maestre, Prof JA Staessen MD.
Biomedical Sciences Group, Faculty of Medicine, University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium ―
Prof JA Staessen MD.
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Table 1: Use of medications in 778 FLEMENGHO examined in 2005-2010

Medications
(number taking drug [%])

C-age

UPP-age

UPP-age-R

 (95% CI) 

p value

 (95% CI) 

p value

(95% CI) 

p value

Any (198 [25ꞏ4])

17ꞏ9 (15ꞏ6, 20ꞏ1)

<0ꞏ0001

14ꞏ8 (12ꞏ6, 16ꞏ9)

<0ꞏ0001

0ꞏ92 (-0ꞏ33, 2ꞏ17)

0ꞏ15

Antihypertensive drugs

Diuretics (78 [10ꞏ0])

19ꞏ4 (16ꞏ0, 22ꞏ8)

<0ꞏ0001

17ꞏ1 (14ꞏ0, 20ꞏ2)

<0ꞏ0001

2ꞏ07 (0ꞏ35, 3ꞏ79)

0ꞏ018

Bs (114 [14ꞏ7])

17ꞏ5 (14ꞏ6, 20ꞏ3)

<0ꞏ0001

14ꞏ8 (12ꞏ2, 17ꞏ4)

<0ꞏ0001

1ꞏ27 (-0ꞏ20, 2ꞏ75)

0ꞏ091

RAS inhibitors including Bs (21 [2ꞏ7])

22ꞏ6 (16ꞏ2, 28ꞏ9)

<0ꞏ0001

20ꞏ8 (15ꞏ1, 26ꞏ5)

<0ꞏ0001

3ꞏ34 (0ꞏ22, 6ꞏ46)

0ꞏ036

RAS inhibitors excluding Bs (45 [5ꞏ8])

17ꞏ7 (13ꞏ3, 22ꞏ1)

<0ꞏ0001

13ꞏ4 (9ꞏ4, 17ꞏ4)

<0ꞏ0001

-0ꞏ33 (-2ꞏ62, 1ꞏ95)

0ꞏ78

Vasodilators (38 [4ꞏ9])

18ꞏ5 (13ꞏ8, 23ꞏ3)

<0ꞏ0001

13ꞏ7 (9ꞏ4, 17ꞏ9)

<0ꞏ0001

-0ꞏ69 (-3ꞏ02, 1ꞏ63)

0ꞏ56

Monotherapy (41 [5ꞏ3])

12ꞏ3 (7ꞏ8, 16ꞏ9)

<0ꞏ0001

12ꞏ2 (8ꞏ0, 16ꞏ4)

<0ꞏ0001

2ꞏ65 (0ꞏ32, 4ꞏ98)

0ꞏ026

Combination therapy (157 [20ꞏ2])

19ꞏ3 (16ꞏ8, 21ꞏ8)

<0ꞏ0001

15ꞏ4 (13ꞏ1, 17ꞏ8)

<0ꞏ0001

0ꞏ47 (-0ꞏ86, 1ꞏ80)

0ꞏ49

19ꞏ0 (12ꞏ8, 25ꞏ3)

<0ꞏ0001

17ꞏ6 (12ꞏ0, 23ꞏ2)

<0ꞏ0001

2ꞏ86 (-0ꞏ17, 5ꞏ88)

0ꞏ064

5ꞏ6 (1ꞏ9, 9ꞏ2)

0ꞏ0028

4ꞏ9 (1ꞏ7, 8ꞏ1)

0ꞏ0029

0ꞏ60 (-1ꞏ19, 2ꞏ38)

0ꞏ51

Any (110 [14ꞏ1])

17ꞏ4 (14ꞏ6, 20ꞏ3)

<0ꞏ0001

14ꞏ2 (11ꞏ5, 16ꞏ8)

<0ꞏ0001

0ꞏ69 (-0ꞏ81, 2ꞏ18)

0ꞏ37

Statins (101 [13ꞏ0])

17ꞏ2 (14ꞏ3, 20ꞏ2)

<0ꞏ0001

13ꞏ7 (10ꞏ9, 16ꞏ4)

<0ꞏ0001

0ꞏ30 (-1.23, 1ꞏ84)

0ꞏ70

14ꞏ5 (12ꞏ4, 16ꞏ5)

<0ꞏ0001

12ꞏ2 (10ꞏ3, 14ꞏ1)

<0ꞏ0001

1ꞏ00 (-0ꞏ10, 2ꞏ10)

0ꞏ075

Antidiabetic drugs (22 [2ꞏ8])
NSAID (73 [9ꞏ4])
Lipid-lowering drugs

Any combination of the above (298 [38ꞏ3])

Abbreviations: Bs, b-blockers; RAS, renin-angiotensin system; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. RAS inhibitors include angiotensin-conversion inhibitors and angiotensin
receptor blockers with or without Bs. Lipid-lowering drugs include fibrates, ezetimibe, cholestyramine and statins.  is the age difference, given with 95% confidence interval, was
obtained by subtracting non-users from users. In all comparisons, 480 participants not taking any of the listed drugs were the reference. Because of combination therapy, numbers are not
additive. C-age and UPP-age refer to chronological age and age as predicted by the UPP. UPP-age-R refers to the residual of the regression of UPP-age on C-age and reflects
accelerated ageing as predicted by the UPP-age, independent of C-age.
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Table 2: Association of 210 sequenced urinary peptides with age in the 2005-2010 FLEMENGHO derivation dataset
Peptide ID
number

Amino-acid sequence

Parental proteins identified from the amino-acid sequence
Accession number

Name

e08360

TGYTGKMcESSVNYcE

FAT4 (Q6V0I7)

protocadherin fat 4

e12851

LDGAKGDAGPAGPKGEpG
SpGENGApG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

e09697

PGpPGPHGPPGpmGPHG
LpGP

COL25A1 (Q9BXS0)

collagen type XXV alpha 1 chain

e17856

ARGNDGARGSDGQPGPp
GppGTAGFpGSpGAKGEV
GP

COL3A1 (P02461)

e05560

GSpGSpGPDGKTGPPGp

COL1A1 (P02452)

e20065

ARGNDGARGSDGQpGpp
GPPGTAGFPGSpGAKGEV
GpAGSpGSNGApG

COL3A1 (P02461)

e19885

ERGEQGPAGSpGFQGLpG
pAGppGEAGKpGEQGVPG
DLGAPGPSG

COL1A1 (P02452)

e16966

PpGESGREGApGAEGSpG
RDGSPGAKGDRGETGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

e10072

GLpGTGGPpGENGKpGEp
GPKG

e03016

 (95% confidence interval) 

p value

0ꞏ34 (0ꞏ27, 0ꞏ40)

3ꞏ49 E-19

–0ꞏ32 (–0ꞏ39, –0ꞏ25)

1ꞏ34 E-16

0ꞏ30 (0ꞏ23, 0ꞏ37)

4ꞏ08 E-14

–0ꞏ30 (–0ꞏ38, –0ꞏ23)

4ꞏ05 E-13

–0ꞏ29 (–0ꞏ36, –0ꞏ22)

5ꞏ88 E-13

–0ꞏ28 (–0ꞏ36, –0ꞏ21)

9ꞏ64 E-12

–0ꞏ28 (–0ꞏ35, –0ꞏ20)

3ꞏ22 E-11

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ27 (–0ꞏ34, –0ꞏ20)

4ꞏ31 E-11

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ26 (–0ꞏ34, –0ꞏ19)

4ꞏ37 E-11

ApGDRGEPGPpGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ27 (–0ꞏ35, –0ꞏ20)

4ꞏ38 E-11

e04820

GVNVpSYPGpPGPPG

COL19A1 (Q14993)

collagen type XIX alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ27 (–0ꞏ35, –0ꞏ20)

6ꞏ71 E-11

e04945

SpGSPGPDGKTGPpGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ27 (–0ꞏ34, –0ꞏ19)

1ꞏ59 E-10

e12949

LDGAKGDAGPAGpKGEpG
SpGENGApG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ25 (–0ꞏ32, –0ꞏ18)

3ꞏ27 E-10

e12986

ADGQpGAKGEpGDAGAK
GDAGPPGPAGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ25 (–0ꞏ32, –0ꞏ18)

6ꞏ39 E-10

e13707

GApGQNGEPGGKGERGA
pGEKGEGGppG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ25 (–0ꞏ32, –0ꞏ18)

3ꞏ31 E-09

e17922

NTGApGSPGVSGPKGDA
GQpGEKGSpGAQGpPGAP
GPLG

COL3A1 (P02461)

–0ꞏ25 (–0ꞏ33, –0ꞏ18)

4ꞏ17 E-09

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

collagen type I alpha 1 chain
collagen type III alpha 1 chain

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

collagen type III alpha 1 chain
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Peptide ID
number

Amino-acid sequence

Parental proteins identified from the amino-acid sequence
Accession number

Name

 (95% confidence interval) 

p value

e17212

RTGEVGAVGPpGFAGEKG
PSGEAGTAGpPGTpGPQG

COL1A2 (P08123)

collagen type I alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ24 (–0ꞏ31, –0ꞏ17)

4ꞏ86 E-09

e11213

ADGQPGAKGEpGDAGAK
GDAGPPGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ24 (–0ꞏ31, –0ꞏ16)

7ꞏ21 E-09

e02286

PpGEAGKpGEQG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ24 (–0ꞏ32, –0ꞏ17)

9ꞏ31 E-09

e11415

IGPpGPAGApGDKGESGP
SGPAGPTG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ24 (–0ꞏ31, –0ꞏ16)

9ꞏ55 E-09

e11073

NSGEpGApGSKGDTGAKG
EPGpVG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ24 (–0ꞏ32, –0ꞏ17)

1ꞏ17 E-08

e06441

TGSpGSpGPDGKTGPpGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ22 (–0ꞏ29, –0ꞏ15)

1ꞏ37 E-08

e17983

DGAPGQKGEMGPAGPTG
PRGFpGppGPDGLPGSMG
PP

COL4A1 (P02462)

–0ꞏ25 (–0ꞏ32, –0ꞏ17)

1ꞏ38 E-08

e19745

SKGESGNKGEpGSAGPQ
GPpGpSGEEGKRGPNGEA
GSAGPPGPpG

COL1A2 (P08123)

–0ꞏ24 (–0ꞏ31, –0ꞏ16)

1ꞏ39 E-08

e10987

VGEpGpAGSKGESGNKGE
PGSAGP

COL1A2 (P08123)

collagen type I alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ24 (–0ꞏ31, –0ꞏ16)

1ꞏ50 E-08

e04419

ApGDRGEpGPpGPAG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ22 (–0ꞏ30, –0ꞏ15)

1ꞏ65 E-08

e06068

NDGApGKNGERGGpGGP

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ24 (0ꞏ16, 0ꞏ32)

2ꞏ09 E-08

e06316

GpPGEAGKpGEQGVpGD

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ23 (–0ꞏ31, –0ꞏ16)

3ꞏ54 E-08

e06733

AGSEADHEGTHSTKRG

FGA (P02671)

fibrinogen alpha chain

0ꞏ23 (0ꞏ16, 0ꞏ31)

5ꞏ44 E-08

e06709

GSpGSpGPDGKTGPpGPA
G

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ22 (–0ꞏ29, –0ꞏ15)

6ꞏ94 E-08

e03025

GQDGRpGPpGpPG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ22 (–0ꞏ30, –0ꞏ15)

7ꞏ34 E-08

e03322

SpGPDGKTGPpGPA

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ22 (–0ꞏ29, –0ꞏ15)

7ꞏ61 E-08

e06617

MpGSpGGpGSDGKpGpPG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ22 (–0ꞏ29, –0ꞏ15)

1ꞏ04 E-07

e17280

AAGEpGKAGERGVpGPpG
AVGPAGKDGEAGAQGPP
GP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ22 (–0ꞏ30, –0ꞏ15)

1ꞏ47 E-07

e09891

SEGSPGHpGQPGpPGpPG
ApGP

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ22 (–0ꞏ30, –0ꞏ15)

1ꞏ92 E-07

collagen type IV alpha 1 chain

collagen type I alpha 2 chain
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Peptide ID
number

Amino-acid sequence

Parental proteins identified from the amino-acid sequence
Accession number

Name

 (95% confidence interval) 

p value

e04321

PpGEAGKpGEQGVp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ22 (–0ꞏ29, –0ꞏ14)

2ꞏ63 E-07

e13033

GpAGPPGEKGEPGDDGP
SGAEGPpGPQ

COL2A1 (P02458)

collagen type II alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ22 (–0ꞏ29, –0ꞏ14)

3ꞏ05 E-07

e12508

KGNSGEpGAPGSKGDTG
AKGEpGpVG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ22 (–0ꞏ29, –0ꞏ14)

3ꞏ26 E-07

e07678

TGSpGSpGPDGKTGPpGP
AG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ21 (–0ꞏ28, –0ꞏ14)

3ꞏ89 E-07

e08978

DEAGSEADHEGTHSTKRG

FGA (P02671)

fibrinogen alpha chain

0ꞏ22 (0ꞏ14, 0ꞏ29)

4ꞏ52 E-07

e02667

SpGPDGKTGpPGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ22 (–0ꞏ29, –0ꞏ14)

4ꞏ84 E-07

e15129

ERGEAGIpGVpGAKGEDG
KDGSPGEpGANG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ21 (–0ꞏ28, –0ꞏ13)

7ꞏ19 E-07

e11013

AGpPGEAGKpGEQGVPG
DLGApGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ22 (–0ꞏ29, –0ꞏ14)

8ꞏ12 E-07

e15778

ESGREGAPGAEGSPGRD
GSpGAKGDRGETGp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ21 (–0ꞏ28, –0ꞏ13)

8ꞏ14 E-07

e17288

GPpGESGREGAPGAEGSp
GRDGSpGAKGDRGETGp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ21 (–0ꞏ29, –0ꞏ14)

9ꞏ74 E-07

e10025

NSGEpGApGSKGDTGAKG
EpGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ21 (–0ꞏ29, –0ꞏ14)

9ꞏ74 E-07

e00966

YQTNKAKH

CSTB (P04080)

cystatin B

0ꞏ20 (0ꞏ13, 0ꞏ27)

1ꞏ02 E-06

e06961

GLpGTGGPpGENGKPGEp

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ21 (–0ꞏ28, –0ꞏ13)

1ꞏ09 E-06

e01399

DGRpGPpGPpG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ20 (–0ꞏ27, –0ꞏ13)

1ꞏ26 E-06

e17890

GPpGADGQPGAKGEpGD
AGAKGDAGPPGpAGPAG
PPGpIG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ21 (–0ꞏ28, –0ꞏ13)

1ꞏ75 E-06

e05114

SpGSpGPDGKTGPPGp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ21 (–0ꞏ28, –0ꞏ13)

2ꞏ01 E-06

e11777

ANGApGNDGAKGDAGAp
GApGSQGAPG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ20 (–0ꞏ28, –0ꞏ13)

2ꞏ41 E-06

e17787

GARGLpGpPGSNGNPGPP
GPSGSPGKDGPPGPAGN
TGAP

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ20 (–0ꞏ28, –0ꞏ13)

2ꞏ42 E-06
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Peptide ID
number

Amino-acid sequence

Parental proteins identified from the amino-acid sequence
Accession number

Name

 (95% confidence interval) 

p value

e18864

SGPPGRAGEPGLQGPAG
PpGEKGEPGDDGpSGAEG
PpGPQG

COL2A1 (P02458)

collagen type II alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ20 (–0ꞏ27, –0ꞏ12)

2ꞏ45 E-06

e04169

PpGEAGKpGEQGVP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ20 (–0ꞏ27, –0ꞏ12)

2ꞏ52 E-06

e11753

GADGQPGAKGEPGDAGA
KGDAGppGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ20 (–0ꞏ28, –0ꞏ13)

2ꞏ79 E-06

e10277

nGDDGEAGKpGRPGERG
PPGp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ20 (–0ꞏ28, –0ꞏ12)

2ꞏ79 E-06

e11902

ANGApGNDGAKGDAGAp
GApGSQGApG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ20 (–0ꞏ28, –0ꞏ12)

2ꞏ81 E-06

e09435

GEKGPSGEAGTAGPpGTp
GPQG

COL1A2 (P08123)

collagen type I alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ26, –0ꞏ12)

3ꞏ00 E-06

e14204

GNEGpSGPPGpAGSPGER
GAAGSGGPIGpPG

COL11A2 (P13942)

collagen type XI alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ20 (–0ꞏ28, –0ꞏ12)

3ꞏ11 E-06

e14315

NRGERGSEGSPGHpGQp
GPPGpPGApGP

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ26, –0ꞏ12)

4ꞏ53 E-06

e12156

GPAGpPGEKGEPGDDGP
SGAEGPPGp

COL2A1 (P02458)

collagen type II alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ20 (–0ꞏ27, –0ꞏ12)

4ꞏ61 E-06

e15237

ERGEAGIpGVpGAKGEDG
KDGSpGEpGANG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ27, –0ꞏ12)

5ꞏ61 E-06

e14015

PSTTVAPGSFSTAATTSPG
ASGTTGVTTT

MUC19 (Q7Z5P9)

mucin 19, oligomeric

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ27, –0ꞏ12)

7ꞏ24 E-06

e08188

GNDGApGKNGERGGpGG
pGP

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ26, –0ꞏ11)

7ꞏ58 E-06

e05259

DGQPGAKGEpGDAGAK

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ27, –0ꞏ12)

7ꞏ60 E-06

e16548

ADGQpGAKGEpGDAGAK
GDAGPpGPAGPAGPPGPI
G

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ26, –0ꞏ11)

7ꞏ65 E-06

e10266

NGDDGEAGKpGRpGERG
PPGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ27, –0ꞏ12)

8ꞏ10 E-06

e18250

LALSGEKGDQGPPGDPGS
PGSPGPAGPAGPPGYGp
QGEP

COL4A3 (Q01955)

collagen type IV alpha 3 chain

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ27, –0ꞏ11)

8ꞏ85 E-06

e03180

ApGDRGEpGPPGp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ27, –0ꞏ11)

1ꞏ05 E-05
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Peptide ID
number

Amino-acid sequence

Parental proteins identified from the amino-acid sequence
Accession number

Name

 (95% confidence interval) 

p value

e06154

EDGHpGKPGRpGERG

COL1A2 (P08123)

collagen type I alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ26, –0ꞏ11)

1ꞏ11 E-05

e13825

LTGPIGppGPAGAPGDKG
ESGPSGPAGPTG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ18 (–0ꞏ26, –0ꞏ11)

1ꞏ14 E-05

e17946

PpGPAGFAGPPGADGQP
GAKGEpGDAGAKGDAGP
PGPAGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ26, –0ꞏ11)

1ꞏ47 E-05

e02311

GpPGPpGPpGPpA

COL8A1 (P27658)

collagen type VIII alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ18 (–0ꞏ26, –0ꞏ11)

2ꞏ26 E-05

e07676

NDGAPGKNGERGGpGGp
Gp

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ18 (–0ꞏ26, –0ꞏ11)

2ꞏ49 E-05

e14837

ERGSpGPAGPKGSpGEAG
RpGEAGLpGAKG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ18 (–0ꞏ25, –0ꞏ10)

2ꞏ64 E-05

e17311

NTGApGSpGVSGpKGDAG
QpGEKGSPGAQGPPGAP
Gp

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ26, –0ꞏ11)

2ꞏ79 E-05

e02933

GppGPDGNKGEpG

COL1A2 (P08123)

collagen type I alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ18 (–0ꞏ25, –0ꞏ10)

3ꞏ81 E-05

e06186

SpGSPGpDGKTGPPGpAG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ18 (–0ꞏ25, –0ꞏ10)

3ꞏ99 E-05

e10386

DAGAPGApGGKGDAGAp
GERGpPG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ25, –0ꞏ10)

4ꞏ99 E-05

e05551

VGPpGPPGPpGPpGPPS

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ18 (–0ꞏ25, –0ꞏ10)

5ꞏ59 E-05

e03638

SpGSpGPDGKTGPp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ25, –0ꞏ10)

5ꞏ99 E-05

e06024

SpGSPGPDGKTGpPGPAG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ25, –0ꞏ10)

6ꞏ47 E-05

e07807

GpPGpPGKNGDDGEAGKp
G

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ24, –0ꞏ09)

6ꞏ49 E-05

e20087

ARGNDGARGSDGQpGpP
GPpGTAGFpGSpGAKGEV
GpAGSpGSNGApG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ25, –0ꞏ10)

6ꞏ94 E-05

e16540

GPAGAAGARGNDGQPGP
AGPPGPVGpAGGpGFpGA
PG

COL2A1 (P02458)

collagen type II alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ24, –0ꞏ09)

7ꞏ61 E-05

e16170

LTGSpGSpGpDGKTGPPG
PAGQDGRPGPpGppG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ25, –0ꞏ09)

8ꞏ07 E-05

e11325

ADGQPGAKGEpGDAGAK
GDAGPPGp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ25, –0ꞏ09)

9ꞏ43 E-05
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Peptide ID
number

Amino-acid sequence

e09408

Parental proteins identified from the amino-acid sequence

 (95% confidence interval) 

p value

Accession number

Name

GDDGEAGKpGRPGERGP
PGp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ24, –0ꞏ09)

9ꞏ43 E-05

e13792

KGGpGDQGEpGpQGLPGF
SGPPGKEGE

COL9A2 (Q14055)

collagen type IX alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ25, –0ꞏ09)

0ꞏ00010

e03248

EATEMcTQEc

PCDH9 (Q9HC56)

protocadherin 9

0ꞏ17 (0ꞏ09, 0ꞏ24)

0ꞏ00012

e16785

GSVGDPGMEGPMGQRG
REGPMGpRGEAGpPGSG

COL17A1 (Q9UMD9)

collagen type XVII alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ24, –0ꞏ09)

0ꞏ00013

e18041

NTGAPGSpGVSGpKGDAG
QpGEKGSpGAQGppGAPG
PLG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ25, –0ꞏ09)

0ꞏ00013

e16219

ppGAKGQEGAHGAPGAA
GNPGAPGHVGAPGPSGp
P

COL22A1 (Q8NFW1)

collagen type XXII alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ24, –0ꞏ09)

0ꞏ00014

e07132

EpGSpGENGAPGQmGPR

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ16 (0ꞏ09, 0ꞏ24)

0ꞏ00015

e10771

DGQPGAKGEPGDAGAKG
DAGPpGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ16 (–0ꞏ24, –0ꞏ09)

0ꞏ00015

e02795

GPpGPDGNKGEpG

COL1A2 (P08123)

collagen type I alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ24, –0ꞏ09)

0ꞏ00016

e11008

pPGEEGKRGPRGDpGTVG
PpGP

COL5A2 (P05997)

collagen type V alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ16 (–0ꞏ24, –0ꞏ09)

0ꞏ00016

e20509

QGPPGKNGETGPQGPpG
pTGpGGDKGDTGPPGPQ
GLQGLPGTGGPPGENGK

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ24, –0ꞏ09)

0ꞏ00016

e05074

DGHpGKpGRPGERG

COL1A2 (P08123)

collagen type I alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ16 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ08)

0ꞏ00019

e05830

GPpGVPGpPGpGGSPGLP

COL22A1 (Q8NFW1)

collagen type XXII alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ16 (–0ꞏ24, –0ꞏ09)

0ꞏ00021

e03183

KPWAAQDGPKPG

LRRC25 (Q8N386)

leucine rich repeat containing 25

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ08)

0ꞏ00024

e08463

DEAGSEADHEGTHSTKR

FGA (P02671)

fibrinogen alpha chain

0ꞏ16 (0ꞏ08, 0ꞏ24)

0ꞏ00025

e10573

GPpGEAGKpGEQGVpGDL
GAPGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ16 (–0ꞏ24, –0ꞏ09)

0ꞏ00025

e00467

DGKTGPpGPA

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ16 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ08)

0ꞏ00026

e04843

GPpGpPGPpGpPGPPS

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ16 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ08)

0ꞏ00026

e11972

ADGQpGAKGEPGDAGAK
GDAGppGPA

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ16 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ08)

0ꞏ00026
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Peptide ID
number

Amino-acid sequence

Parental proteins identified from the amino-acid sequence
Accession number

Name

 (95% confidence interval) 

p value

e01155

ApGDKGESGPS

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ16 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ08)

0ꞏ00034

e12366

GANGApGNDGAKGDAGA
pGApGSQGApG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ08)

0ꞏ00036

e10502

DAGApGApGGKGDAGApG
ERGpPG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ16 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ08)

0ꞏ00037

e18492

DLADGVSGGEGKGGSDG
GGSHRKEGEEADAPGVIP
GIVG

CD99 (P14209)

CD99 molecule (Xg blood group)

0ꞏ15 (0ꞏ07, 0ꞏ22)

0ꞏ00044

e06220

GHPDTLNQGEFKEL

S100A9 (P06702)

S100 calcium binding protein A9

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ08)

0ꞏ00047

e03354

SpGERGETGPpGP

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00055

e13472

LRGGAGpPGPEGGKGAA
GPpGPpGAAGTpG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ22, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00058

e14735

KNGETGPQGPPGpTGPG
GDKGDTGPpGPQG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ22, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00058

e18377

FAEEKAVADTRDQADGSR
ASVDSGSSEEQGGSSRA

PIGR (P01833)

polymeric immunoglobulin receptor

0ꞏ15 (0ꞏ07, 0ꞏ23)

0ꞏ00058

e18782

GRPEAQPPPLSSEHKEPV
AGDAVPGPKDGSAPEVR
GA

VGF (O15240)

VGF nerve growth factor inducible

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ22, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00058

e08228

GEpGSpGENGApGQMGP
RG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ08)

0ꞏ00063

e04947

EpGKAGERGVPGpPG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ14 (–0ꞏ22, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00066

e12714

pAGPPGEKGEPGDDGPS
GAEGPpGPQ

COL2A1 (P02458)

collagen type II alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00069

e16656

FAGpPGADGQpGAKGEQ
GEAGQKGDAGApGpQGP

COL2A1 (P02458)

collagen type II alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00081

e12235

GQNGEpGGKGERGApGE
KGEGGPpG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ22, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00083

e02716

KNDQnTSVSHA

BRWD3 (Q6RI45)

bromodomain and WD repeat domain
containing 3

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ22, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00085

e10141

PpGEAGKPGEQGVpGDLG
ApGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00085
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Peptide ID
number

Amino-acid sequence

e11780

Parental proteins identified from the amino-acid sequence

 (95% confidence interval) 

p value

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00085

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ14 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ00086

DGApGKNGERGGpGGpG
P

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00087

e13697

ApGPAGSRGApGPQGpRG
DKGETGERG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ22, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00089

e12556

KNGDDGEAGKpGRPGER
GpPGPQG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ14 (–0ꞏ22, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00094

e13253

EDGKDGSpGEpGANGLpG
AAGERGApG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ14 (–0ꞏ22, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00094

e16417

RTGEVGAVGPpGFAGEKG
PSGEAGTAGPpGTpGP

COL1A2 (P08123)

collagen type I alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00095

e17596

GPpGESGREGApGAEGSp
GRDGSPGAKGDRGETGp
A

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ14 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00096

e01923

SpGERGETGPp

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ22, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00098

e01758

ApGDRGEpGPp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ14 (–0ꞏ22, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ0010

e00421

DpGKNGDKG

COL1A2 (P08123)

collagen type I alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ22, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ0011

e09521

EGGKGAAGpPGPpGAAGT
pGLQG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ14 (–0ꞏ22, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ0012

e13850

PpGKNGDDGEAGKPGRp
GERGppGPQ

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0015

e03890

ApGDRGEpGPpGPA

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0017

e11002

AEGSpGRDGSpGAKGDR
GETGPA

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0017

e16419

EAGRDGNpGNDGppGRD
GQPGHKGERGYpG

COL1A2 (P08123)

collagen type I alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0017

e02711

MNIGKPNAKDI

EP400 (Q96L91)

E1A binding protein P400

0ꞏ14 (0ꞏ06, 0ꞏ21)

0ꞏ0018

e15220

LRGGAGPpGPEGGKGAA
GpPGpPGAAGTpGLQG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ14 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0018

Accession number

Name

QNGEpGGKGERGApGEK
GEGGPpG

COL3A1 (P02461)

e06650

EGSpGRDGSpGAKGDRG

e06584
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Peptide ID
number

Amino-acid sequence

e11536

Parental proteins identified from the amino-acid sequence

 (95% confidence interval) 

p value

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0019

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ14 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0020

VQGPpGpAGEEGKRGAR
GEPGPTGLpGPpG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0021

e04979

GLpGTGGppGENGKPG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ14 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0022

e16606

ADGQpGAKGEpGDAGAK
GDAGpPGPAGPAGPpGPI
G

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0022

e08755

EGSpGRDGSpGAKGDRG
ET

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0023

e19868

EEKAVADTRDQADGSRAS
VDSGSSEEQGGSSRALVS
TLVPL

PIGR (P01833)

polymeric immunoglobulin receptor

0ꞏ13 (0ꞏ06, 0ꞏ21)

0ꞏ0023

e04457

GSpGGpGSDGKpGPpG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0024

e13816

ERGEAGIpGVpGAKGEDG
KDGSpGEpG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0025

e06922

GPpGFGRpGDpGPPGPPG

COL15A1 (P39059)

collagen type XV alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0027

e10326

SGEpGApGSKGDTGAKGE
pGPVG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0029

e17690

pPGADGQPGAKGEpGDA
GAKGDAGppGPAGPAGPP
GPIG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0029

e04664

KSqAqSTDSSkDP

KRT12 (Q99456)

keratin 12

0ꞏ13 (0ꞏ05, 0ꞏ21)

0ꞏ0032

e15070

YGGGSSGGGSSGGGYGG
GSSSGGHGGSSSGGYGG
GS

KRT10 (P13645)

keratin 10

0ꞏ13 (0ꞏ05, 0ꞏ21)

0ꞏ0032

e18044

GPTGAVGFAGPQGpDGQ
pGVKGEpGEPGQKGDAG
SPGP

COL5A2 (P05997)

collagen type V alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0032

e18831

DKGETGEQGDRGIKGHR
GFSGLQGppGppGSPGEQ
GP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0040

Accession number

Name

NGDDGEAGKPGRpGERG
PpGPQG

COL1A1 (P02452)

e05236

SpGSpGPDGKTGppGP

e15323
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Peptide ID
number

Amino-acid sequence

Parental proteins identified from the amino-acid sequence
Accession number

Name

 (95% confidence interval) 

p value

e01784

DGGGSPKGDVDP

FXYD2 (P54710)

FXYD domain containing ion transport
regulator 2

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0045

e15467

GRDGNpGNDGPpGRDGQ
pGHKGERGYpG

COL1A2 (P08123)

collagen type I alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0049

e10668

GpPGEAGKpGEQGVpGDL
GAPGp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0050

e05369

DGQpGAKGEpGDAGAK

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0052

e05899

SAPYPGGGGNGASGGGS
GGS

PCDH7 (O60245)

protocadherin 7

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0052

e01132

cDDYRLcE

MGP (P08493)

matrix Gla protein

0ꞏ12 (0ꞏ04, 0ꞏ19)

0ꞏ0053

e06309

VGPpGPpGPpGPpGPPSA

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0054

e17254

ENGKPGEpGpKGDAGApG
ApGGKGDAGApGERGpPG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0054

e11498

GNSGEpGApGSKGDTGAK
GEPGpVG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0055

e10863

DGQPGAKGEpGDAGAKG
DAGPPGp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0056

e12101

ADGQpGAKGEpGDAGAK
GDAGPpGpA

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0056

e09874

DGESGRpGRPGERGLpGP
pG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0060

e11375

NGApGNDGAKGDAGApG
ApGSQGApG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0060

e11537

GKNGDDGEAGKPGRpGE
RGPpGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0063

e10483

GPpGPpGKNGDDGEAGKp
GRpG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ19, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0068

e07225

pPGEAGKpGEQGVPGDLG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0069

e10518

DGPpGRDGQpGHKGERG
YpG

COL1A2 (P08123)

collagen type I alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0070

e17565

GEPGITGLPGEKGMAGGH
GPDGPKGSpGpSGTpGDT
G

COL5A2 (P05997)

collagen type V alpha 2 chain

0ꞏ12 (0ꞏ04, 0ꞏ19)

0ꞏ0071
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Peptide ID
number

Amino-acid sequence

Parental proteins identified from the amino-acid sequence
Accession number

Name

 (95% confidence interval) 

p value

e11122

AGPpGEAGKpGEQGVpGD
LGApGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0075

e05671

KpGEQGVpGDLGAPGp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0076

e10445

GNSGEpGApGSKGDTGAK
GEPGp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0076

e11193

NSGEpGApGSKGDTGAkG
EpGPVG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0081

e05288

FPGQTGPRGEMGQp

COL7A1 (Q02388)

collagen type VII alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ12 (0ꞏ04, 0ꞏ20)

0ꞏ0084

e09449

KGNDGApGKNGERGGpG
GpGp

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ11 (–0ꞏ19, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0084

e02592

DDGEAGKpGRpG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ11 (–0ꞏ19, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0085

e17047

PpGESGREGApGAEGSpG
RDGSpGAKGDRGETGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0085

e10881

NGEpGGKGERGAPGEKG
EGGppG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ19, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0088

e11452

ADGQpGAKGEpGDAGAK
GDAGPPGp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0088

e11559

GRTGDAGPVGPPGPpGpp
GpPGPPS

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ11 (–0ꞏ19, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0090

e10032

EGSpGRDGSpGAKGDRG
ETGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0091

e02858

EAGGGSNSLQNSP

FRMD4A (Q9P2Q2)

FERM domain containing 4A

–0ꞏ11 (–0ꞏ19, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0094

e07275

NGApGNDGAKGDAGApG
ApG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0094

e06839

GEDGHpGKpGRpGERG

COL1A2 (P08123)

collagen type I alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ11 (–0ꞏ19, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0096

e19279

TSPSGQLIPVKNLSENIEIL

PKD1L2 (Q7Z442)

polycystic kidney disease 1-like 2

–0ꞏ11 (–0ꞏ19, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0099

e17095

NKTLIYIL

UBAC2 (Q8NBM4)

ubiquitin-associated domain-containing
protein 2

0ꞏ11 (0ꞏ03, 0ꞏ18)

0ꞏ011

e02105

PIGQEGAPGRPG

COL4A2 (P08572)

collagen type IV alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ11 (–0ꞏ18, –0ꞏ03)

0ꞏ013

e17751

pPGPQGPSGLSIQGMpGm
pGEKGEKGDTGLPGPQG

COL14A1 (Q05707)

collagen type XIV alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ11 (–0ꞏ19, –0ꞏ03)

0ꞏ015
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Peptide ID
number

Amino-acid sequence

e08916

Parental proteins identified from the amino-acid sequence

 (95% confidence interval) 

p value

Accession number

Name

DDGEAGKPGRpGERGpP
GP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ11 (–0ꞏ18, –0ꞏ03)

0ꞏ016

e11850

ADGQPGAKGEpGDAGAK
GDAGPPGpA

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ10 (–0ꞏ18, –0ꞏ03)

0ꞏ018

e17505

AGRpGEVGPpGPpGPAGE
KGSPGADGPAGAPGTpGP
QG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ10 (–0ꞏ18, –0ꞏ03)

0ꞏ018

e17599

EEKAVADTRDQADGSRAS
VDSGSSEEQGGSSRA

PIGR (P01833)

polymeric immunoglobulin receptor

0ꞏ10 (0ꞏ03, 0ꞏ18)

0ꞏ022

e00340

cDDYRLc

MGP (P08493)

matrix Gla protein

0ꞏ10 (0ꞏ02, 0ꞏ17)

0ꞏ024

e05353

GPpGKNGDDGEAGKpG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ10 (–0ꞏ18, –0ꞏ02)

0ꞏ024

e11906

QNGEpGGKGERGApGEK
GEGGppG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ10 (–0ꞏ18, –0ꞏ02)

0ꞏ027

e07799

GPpGEAGKpGEQGVPGDL
G

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ10 (–0ꞏ17, –0ꞏ02)

0ꞏ028

e12661

GKNGDDGEAGKPGRpGE
RGPpGpQ

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ10 (–0ꞏ17, –0ꞏ02)

0ꞏ031

e11668

GGpGSDGKPGppGSQGE
SGRPGPpG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ10 (–0ꞏ17, –0ꞏ02)

0ꞏ038

e06256

TGLSMDGGGSPKGDVDP

FXYD2 (P54710)

FXYD domain containing ion transport
regulator 2

–0ꞏ09 (–0ꞏ17, –0ꞏ02)

0ꞏ039

e10554

EGSpGRDGSpGAKGDRG
ETGPA

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ09 (–0ꞏ17, –0ꞏ01)

0ꞏ044

e00579

EGRQKESV

PPP1R3A (Q16821)

protein phosphatase 1 regulatory subunit 3A

0ꞏ09 (0ꞏ01, 0ꞏ17)

0ꞏ048

e04647

DGPpGRDGQpGHKG

COL1A2 (P08123)

collagen type I alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ09 (–0ꞏ17, –0ꞏ01)

0ꞏ049

e16771

GADGQpGAKGEpGDAGA
KGDAGPPGPAGPAGPpG
PIG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ09 (–0ꞏ17, –0ꞏ01)

0ꞏ049

The derivation study included the baseline data of 559 FLEMENGHO participants. The lower-case letters in the amino-acid sequence identify post-translational modifications: c, disulphide
bridges; m, oxidized methionine; n, deaminated asparagine; p, hydroxylated proline; k, hydroxylated lysine; q, deaminated glutamine. Accession numbers refer to the Uniprot database
(http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot). Association sizes () between urinary peptides and age were expressed per 10-year increment and were adjusted for sex, mean arterial pressure (diastolic
blood pressure plus one third of pulse pressure (the difference between systolic and diastolic blood pressure), body mass index, plasma glucose, -glutamyltransferase as index of alcohol
intake, current smoking, the total-to-high-density-lipoprotein serum cholesterol ratio, and the glomerular filtration rate calculated from serum creatinine by the Chronic Kidney Disease
Epidemiology Collaboration equation. p-values were corrected for the Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate for 635 tested associations.
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Table 3: Association of age with 39 sequenced urinary peptides with the highest significance per identified protein in the FLEMENGHO
derivation and internal validation studies
Derivation and time-shifted internal validation study (n=559)
Peptide
ID
number

Parental
protein

2005-2010 (baseline)

Synchronous internal validation study
(n=219)
2005-2010

2009-2013 (follow-up)

 (95% CI)

p value

 (95% CI)

p value

 (95% CI)

p value

0ꞏ34 (0ꞏ27, 0ꞏ40)

1ꞏ09 E-21

0ꞏ25 (0ꞏ18, 0ꞏ32)

7ꞏ98 E-11

0ꞏ34 (0ꞏ24, 0ꞏ44)

1ꞏ01 E-10

e08360

FAT4*

e12851

COL1A1*

–0ꞏ32 (–0ꞏ39, –0ꞏ25)

6ꞏ34 E-19

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ26, –0ꞏ11)

8ꞏ61 E-07

–0ꞏ34 (–0ꞏ44, –0ꞏ23)

2ꞏ36 E-09

e09697

COL25A1*

0ꞏ30 (0ꞏ23, 0ꞏ37)

3ꞏ21 E-16

0ꞏ37 (0ꞏ30, 0ꞏ44)

3ꞏ91 E-23

0ꞏ25 (0ꞏ14, 0ꞏ36)

7ꞏ07 E-06

e17856

COL3A1*

–0ꞏ30 (–0ꞏ38, –0ꞏ23)

3ꞏ83 E-15

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ24, –0ꞏ09)

2ꞏ75 E-05

–0ꞏ34 (–0ꞏ45, –0ꞏ22)

1ꞏ39 E-08

e04820

COL19A1*

–0ꞏ27 (–0ꞏ35, –0ꞏ20)

1ꞏ37 E-12

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ08)

8ꞏ17 E-05

–0ꞏ21 (–0ꞏ32, –0ꞏ09)

0ꞏ00037

e17212

COL1A2*

–0ꞏ24 (–0ꞏ31, –0ꞏ17)

1ꞏ53 E-10

–0ꞏ21 (–0ꞏ29, –0ꞏ14)

5ꞏ07 E-08

–0ꞏ25 (–0ꞏ36, –0ꞏ14)

9ꞏ62 E-06

e17983

COL4A1*

–0ꞏ25 (–0ꞏ32, –0ꞏ17)

5ꞏ44 E-10

–0ꞏ18 (–0ꞏ25, –0ꞏ10)

1ꞏ09 E-05

–0ꞏ18 (–0ꞏ30, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0029

e06733

FGA*

0ꞏ23 (0ꞏ16, 0ꞏ31)

2ꞏ74 E-09

0ꞏ08 (0ꞏ00, 0ꞏ16)

0ꞏ054

0ꞏ18 (0ꞏ06, 0ꞏ30)

0ꞏ0031

e13033

COL2A1*

–0ꞏ22 (–0ꞏ29, –0ꞏ14)

1ꞏ97 E-08

–0ꞏ08 (–0ꞏ15, 0ꞏ00)

0ꞏ056

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ29, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0051

e00966

CSTB*

0ꞏ20 (0ꞏ13, 0ꞏ27)

8ꞏ68 E-08

0ꞏ17 (0ꞏ10, 0ꞏ25)

1ꞏ61 E-05

0ꞏ20 (0ꞏ08, 0ꞏ32)

0ꞏ00082

e14204

COL11A2*

–0ꞏ20 (–0ꞏ28 , –0ꞏ12)

3ꞏ38 E-07

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ00079

–0ꞏ22 (–0ꞏ34, –0ꞏ11)

0ꞏ00017

e14015

MUC19*

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ27, –0ꞏ12)

8ꞏ32 E-07

–0ꞏ10 (–0ꞏ17, –0ꞏ02)

0ꞏ017

–0ꞏ21 (–0ꞏ33, –0ꞏ09)

0ꞏ00054

e18250

COL4A3*

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ27, –0ꞏ11)

1ꞏ09 E-06

–0ꞏ18 (–0ꞏ26, –0ꞏ11)

3ꞏ37 E-06

–0ꞏ18 (–0ꞏ30, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ0035

e02311

COL8A1*

–0ꞏ18 (–0ꞏ26, –0ꞏ11)

2ꞏ95 E-06

–0ꞏ09 (–0ꞏ17, –0ꞏ01)

0ꞏ022

–0ꞏ22 (–0ꞏ33, –0ꞏ10)

0ꞏ00019

e13792

COL9A2*

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ25, –0ꞏ09)

1ꞏ64 E-05

–0ꞏ08 (–0ꞏ16, 0ꞏ00)

0ꞏ057

–0ꞏ20 (–0ꞏ33, –0ꞏ08)

0ꞏ0014

e03248

PCDH9*

0ꞏ17 (0ꞏ09, 0ꞏ24)

2ꞏ01 E-05

0ꞏ13 (0ꞏ06, 0ꞏ21)

0ꞏ00071

0ꞏ18 (0ꞏ07, 0ꞏ30)

0ꞏ0022

e16785

COL17A1*

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ24, –0ꞏ09)

2ꞏ15 E-05

–0ꞏ08 (–0ꞏ15, 0ꞏ00)

0ꞏ058

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ29, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0065

e16219

COL22A1*

–0ꞏ17 (–0ꞏ24, –0ꞏ09)

2ꞏ27 E-05

–0ꞏ08 (–0ꞏ16, 0ꞏ00)

0ꞏ047

–0ꞏ25 (–0ꞏ36, –0ꞏ14)

2ꞏ31 E-05

e11008

COL5A2*

–0ꞏ16 (–0ꞏ24, –0ꞏ09)

2ꞏ85 E-05

–0ꞏ07 (–0ꞏ15, 0ꞏ00)

0ꞏ059

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ31, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ0016

e03183

LRRC25*

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ08)

4ꞏ47 E-05

–0ꞏ08 (–0ꞏ16, –0ꞏ01)

0ꞏ036

–0ꞏ19 (–0ꞏ30, –0ꞏ08)

0ꞏ00078

e18492

CD99§

0ꞏ15 (0ꞏ07, 0ꞏ22)

8ꞏ98 E-05

0ꞏ04 (–0ꞏ04, 0ꞏ12)

0ꞏ32

0ꞏ00 (–0ꞏ11, 0ꞏ12)

0ꞏ97
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Derivation and time-shifted internal validation study (n=559)
Peptide
ID
number

Parental
protein

2005-2010 (baseline)

Synchronous internal validation study
(n=219)
2005-2010

2009-2013 (follow-up)

 (95% CI)

p value

 (95% CI)

p value

 (95% CI)

p value

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ23, –0ꞏ08)

9ꞏ59 E-05

–0ꞏ07 (–0ꞏ15, 0ꞏ01)

0ꞏ079

–0ꞏ14 (–0ꞏ26, –0ꞏ02)

0ꞏ026

e06220

S100A9*

e18377

PIGR§

0ꞏ15 (0ꞏ07, 0ꞏ23)

0ꞏ00012

–0ꞏ04 (–0ꞏ12, 0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ36

–0ꞏ02 (–0ꞏ14, 0ꞏ11)

0ꞏ80

e18782

VGF*

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ22, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00012

–0ꞏ10 (–0ꞏ18, –0ꞏ03)

0ꞏ0086

–0ꞏ14 (–0ꞏ26, –0ꞏ02)

0ꞏ023

e02716

BRWD3*

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ22, –0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ00019

–0ꞏ07 (–0ꞏ15, 0ꞏ01)

0ꞏ081

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ24, 0ꞏ00)

0ꞏ059

e02711

EP400‡

0ꞏ14 (0ꞏ06, 0ꞏ21)

0ꞏ00047

–0ꞏ03 (–0ꞏ11, 0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ49

0ꞏ12 (0ꞏ00, 0ꞏ24)

0ꞏ049

e06922

COL15A1‡

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ21, –0ꞏ06)

0ꞏ00077

–0ꞏ06 (–0ꞏ14, 0ꞏ02)

0ꞏ12

–0ꞏ21 (–0ꞏ33, –0ꞏ09)

0ꞏ00073

e04664

KRT12†

0ꞏ13 (0ꞏ05, 0ꞏ21)

0ꞏ00092

0ꞏ10 (0ꞏ02, 0ꞏ17)

0ꞏ019

0ꞏ08 (–0ꞏ04, 0ꞏ19)

0ꞏ19

e15070

KRT10§

0ꞏ13 (0ꞏ05, 0ꞏ21)

0ꞏ00095

0ꞏ02 (–0ꞏ06, 0ꞏ10)

0ꞏ69

0ꞏ06 (–0ꞏ07, 0ꞏ18)

0ꞏ37

e01784

FXYD2‡

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0013

–0ꞏ06 (–0ꞏ14, 0ꞏ02)

0ꞏ14

–0ꞏ11 (–0ꞏ23, 0ꞏ01)

0ꞏ080

e05899

PCDH7§

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ20, –0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ0016

0ꞏ01 (–0ꞏ07, 0ꞏ08)

0ꞏ89

–0ꞏ05 (–0ꞏ18, 0ꞏ07)

0ꞏ37

e01132

MGP*

0ꞏ12 (0ꞏ04, 0ꞏ19)

0ꞏ0017

0ꞏ14 (0ꞏ06, 0ꞏ21)

0ꞏ00044

0ꞏ11 (–0ꞏ01, 0ꞏ22)

0ꞏ067

e05288

COL7A1§

0ꞏ12 (0ꞏ04, 0ꞏ20)

0ꞏ0031

0ꞏ05 (–0ꞏ03, 0ꞏ13)

0ꞏ20

0ꞏ07 (–0ꞏ05, 0ꞏ19)

0ꞏ26

e02858

FRMD4A‡

–0ꞏ11 (–0ꞏ19, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0037

–0ꞏ04 (–0ꞏ12, 0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ35

–0ꞏ13 (–0ꞏ25, –0ꞏ01)

0ꞏ034

e19279

PK1L2*

–0ꞏ11 (–0ꞏ19, –0ꞏ04)

0ꞏ0038

–0ꞏ10 (–0ꞏ17, –0ꞏ02)

0ꞏ0097

–0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ24, 0ꞏ01)

0ꞏ061

e17095

UBAC2§

0ꞏ11 (0ꞏ03, 0ꞏ18)

0ꞏ0043

–0ꞏ03 (–0ꞏ10, 0ꞏ05)

0ꞏ49

0ꞏ08 (–0ꞏ04, 0ꞏ20)

0ꞏ22

e02105

COL4A2‡

–0ꞏ11 (–0ꞏ18, –0ꞏ03)

0ꞏ0051

0ꞏ00 (–0ꞏ07, 0ꞏ08)

0ꞏ93

–0ꞏ15 (–0ꞏ27, –0ꞏ03)

0ꞏ012

e17751

COL14A1†

–0ꞏ11 (–0ꞏ19, –0ꞏ03)

0ꞏ0061

–0ꞏ09 (–0ꞏ17, –0ꞏ02)

0ꞏ018

–0ꞏ02 (–0ꞏ14, 0ꞏ10)

0ꞏ75

e00579

PPP1R3A‡

0ꞏ09 (0ꞏ01, 0ꞏ17)

0ꞏ022

–0ꞏ05 (–0ꞏ13, 0ꞏ03)

0ꞏ22

0ꞏ12 (–0ꞏ01, 0ꞏ24)

0ꞏ066

Urinary peptides with the highest significance per identified protein were selected for this analysis to demonstrate consistency of the associations in 559 participants included in the derivation (20052010) and the time-shifted internal validation (2009-2013) datasets and in the 219 participants included in the synchronous internal validation dataset (2005-2010). Association sizes () between the
urinary peptides and age were expressed per 10-year increment and were adjusted for sex, mean arterial pressure (diastolic blood pressure plus one third of pulse pressure (the difference between
systolic and diastolic blood pressure), body mass index, plasma glucose, -glutamyltransferase as index of alcohol intake, current smoking, the total-to-high-density-lipoprotein serum cholesterol
ratio, and the glomerular filtration rate calculated from serum creatinine by the Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration equation. Symbols indicate validation status based on an p value
of <0ꞏ10 (given the prior probability established by the significance in the derivation dataset: * replicated in the time-shifted and synchronous validation datasets; † replicated in the time-shifted
internal validation dataset; ‡ replicated in the synchronous internal validation dataset; § not replicated.
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Table 4: Number of replicated sequenced urinary peptides identifying parental proteins in the
FLEMENGHO derivation and internal validation datasets

Peptide
ID
number

Parental
protein

e08360

FAT4

e12851

Number of peptide fragments
(percentage replicated compared with derivation dataset)
Derivation
dataset
(2005-2010)

Time-shifted
dataset
(2009-2013)

Synchronous
dataset
(2005-2010)

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

COL1A1

104

87 (79%)

94 (90%)

e09697

COL25A1

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

e17856

COL3A1

41

34 (83%)

39 (95%)

e04820

COL19A1

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

e17212

COL1A2

15

10 (67%)

13 (87%)

e17983

COL4A1

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

e06733

FGA

3

3 (100%)

3 (100%)

e13033

COL2A1

6

6 (100%)

5 (83%)

e00966

CSTB

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

e14204

COL11A2

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

e14015

MUC19

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

e18250

COL4A3

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

e02311

COL8A1

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

e13792

COL9A2

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

e03248

PCDH9

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

e16785

COL17A1

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

e16219

COL22A1

2

2 (100%)

2 (100%)

e11008

COL5A2

3

1 (33%)

2 (67%)

e03183

LRRC25

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

e18492

CD99

1

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

e06220

S100A9

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

e18377

PIGR

3

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

e18782

VGF

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

e02716

BRWD3

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

e02711

EP400

1

0 (0%)

1 (100%)

e06922

COL15A1

1

0 (0%)

1 (100%)

e04664

KRT12

1

1 (100%)

0 (0%)

e15070

KRT10

1

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

e01784

FXYD2

2

1 (50%)

1 (50%)

e05899

PCDH7

1

0 (0%)

0 (0%)
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Peptide
ID
number

Parental
protein

e01132

Number of peptide fragments
(percentage replicated compared with derivation dataset)
Derivation
dataset
(2005-2010)

Time-shifted
dataset
(2009-2013)

Synchronous
dataset
(2005-2010)

MGP

2

1 (50%)

2 (100%)

e05288

COL7A1

1

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

e02858

FRMD4A

1

0 (0%)

1 (100%)

e19279

PK1L2

1

1 (100%)

1 (100%)

e17095

UBAC2

1

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

e02105

COL4A2

1

0 (0%)

1 (100%)

e17751

COL14A1

1

1 (100%)

0 (0%)

e00579

PPP1R3A

1

0 (0%)

1 (100%)

Replication indicates directionally similarly associated with chronological age with a p value of <0ꞏ1 (given the prior probability
established by the significance in the derivation dataset.
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Table 5: Weights assigned by elastic net regression to the multidimensional UPP biomarker reflecting ageing

Peptide ID
number

Parental protein identified from the amino-acid sequence
Amino-acid sequence

Weights 
 (95% confidence interval) 

Accession number

Name

…

…

…

e12949

LDGAKGDAGPAGpK
GEpGSpGENGApG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ009196 (–0ꞏ016636, –0ꞏ001756)

e16219

ppGAKGQEGAHGAP
GAAGNPGAPGHVGA
PGPSGpP

COL22A1 (Q8NFW1)

collagen type XXII alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ005926 (–0ꞏ010442, –0ꞏ001410)

e11008

pPGEEGKRGPRGDp
GTVGPpGP

COL5A2 (P05997)

collagen type V alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ004879 (–0ꞏ010490, 0ꞏ000732)

e16966

PpGESGREGApGAEG
SpGRDGSPGAKGDR
GETGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ003900 (–0ꞏ005744, –0ꞏ002056)

e15467

GRDGNpGNDGPpGR
DGQpGHKGERGYpG

COL1A2 (P08123)

collagen type I alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ003467 (–0ꞏ006838, –0ꞏ000096)

e06650

EGSpGRDGSpGAKG
DRG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ003427 (–0ꞏ011087, 0ꞏ004233)

e18250

LALSGEKGDQGPPG
DPGSPGSPGPAGPA
GPPGYGpQGEP

COL4A3 (Q01955)

collagen type IV alpha 3 chain

–0ꞏ002831 (–0ꞏ005216, –0ꞏ000446)

e03183

KPWAAQDGPKPG

LRRC25 (Q8N386)

leucine rich repeat containing 25

–0ꞏ002656 (–0ꞏ008705, 0ꞏ003393)

e09435

GEKGPSGEAGTAGPp
GTpGPQG

COL1A2 (P08123)

collagen type I alpha 2 chain

–0ꞏ002555 (–0ꞏ006981, 0ꞏ001871)

e10072

GLpGTGGPpGENGKp
GEpGPKG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ002533 (–0ꞏ005587, 0ꞏ000521)

e04419

ApGDRGEpGPpGPAG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ002351 (–0ꞏ003339, –0ꞏ001363)

e10881

NGEpGGKGERGAPG
EKGEGGppG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ002188 (–0ꞏ003979, –0ꞏ000397)

e10141

PpGEAGKPGEQGVp
GDLGApGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ002027 (–0ꞏ004795, 0ꞏ000741)

…

58ꞏ92735 (intercept)
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Parental protein identified from the amino-acid sequence

Peptide ID
number

Amino-acid sequence

e16540

Weights 
 (95% confidence interval) 

Accession number

Name

GPAGAAGARGNDGQ
PGPAGPPGPVGpAG
GpGFpGAPG

COL2A1 (P02458)

collagen type II alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ001541 (–0ꞏ004379, 0ꞏ001297)

e10025

NSGEpGApGSKGDTG
AKGEpGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ001431 (–0ꞏ003144, 0ꞏ000282)

e08755

EGSpGRDGSpGAKG
DRGET

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ001387 (–0ꞏ003039, 0ꞏ000265)

e06709

GSpGSpGPDGKTGPp
GPAG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ001228 (–0ꞏ002277, –0ꞏ000179)

e12851

LDGAKGDAGPAGPK
GEpGSpGENGApG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ001142 (–0ꞏ005999, 0ꞏ003715)

e03016

ApGDRGEPGPpGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ001077 (–0ꞏ002990, 0ꞏ000836)

e02667

SpGPDGKTGpPGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ001020 (–0ꞏ002335, 0ꞏ000295)

e06256

TGLSMDGGGSPKGD
VDP

FXYD2 (P54710)

FXYD domain containing ion
transport regulator 2

–0ꞏ000890 (–0ꞏ003897, 0ꞏ002117)

e17787

GARGLpGpPGSNGNP
GPPGPSGSPGKDGP
PGPAGNTGAP

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ000889 (–0ꞏ001681, –0ꞏ000097)

e15323

VQGPpGpAGEEGKR
GARGEPGPTGLpGPp
G

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ000788 (–0ꞏ002701, 0ꞏ001125)

e05259

DGQPGAKGEpGDAG
AK

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ000745 (–0ꞏ002142, 0ꞏ000652)

e08188

GNDGApGKNGERGG
pGGpGP

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ000644 (–0ꞏ001751, 0ꞏ000463)

e10554

EGSpGRDGSpGAKG
DRGETGPA

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ000592 (–0ꞏ000923, –0ꞏ000261)

e05560

GSpGSpGPDGKTGPP
Gp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ000469 (–0ꞏ001290, 0ꞏ000352)

e18041

NTGAPGSpGVSGpKG
DAGQpGEKGSpGAQ
GppGAPGPLG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ000247 (–0ꞏ000405, –0ꞏ000089)
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Parental protein identified from the amino-acid sequence

Peptide ID
number

Amino-acid sequence

e15237

Weights 
 (95% confidence interval) 

Accession number

Name

ERGEAGIpGVpGAKG
EDGKDGSpGEpGAN
G

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ000221 (–0ꞏ000448, 0ꞏ000006)

e11073

NSGEpGApGSKGDTG
AKGEPGpVG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ000214 (–0ꞏ000441, 0ꞏ000013)

e01758

ApGDRGEpGPp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

–0ꞏ000147 (–0ꞏ000574, 0ꞏ000280)

e19868

EEKAVADTRDQADGS
RASVDSGSSEEQGG
SSRALVSTLVPL

PIGR (P01833)

polymeric immunoglobulin receptor

0ꞏ000228 (–0ꞏ000274, 0ꞏ000730)

e00340

cDDYRLc

MGP (P08493)

matrix Gla protein

0ꞏ000256 (–0ꞏ004713, 0ꞏ005225)

e01132

cDDYRLcE

MGP (P08493)

matrix Gla protein

0ꞏ000692 (–0ꞏ000233, 0ꞏ001617)

e11452

ADGQpGAKGEpGDA
GAKGDAGPPGp

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ000735 (0ꞏ000174, 0ꞏ001296)

e18377

FAEEKAVADTRDQAD
GSRASVDSGSSEEQ
GGSSRA

PIGR (P01833)

polymeric immunoglobulin receptor

0ꞏ000880 (–0ꞏ000684, 0ꞏ002444)

e04664

KSqAqSTDSSkDP

KRT12 (Q99456)

keratin 12

0ꞏ000892 (–0ꞏ000596, 0ꞏ002380)

e18492

DLADGVSGGEGKGG
SDGGGSHRKEGEEA
DAPGVIPGIVG

CD99 (P14209)

CD99 molecule (Xg blood group)

0ꞏ000930 (–0ꞏ000693, 0ꞏ002553)

e15070

YGGGSSGGGSSGGG
YGGGSSSGGHGGSS
SGGYGGGS

KRT10 (P13645)

keratin 10

0ꞏ001110 (0ꞏ000308, 0ꞏ001912)

e00966

YQTNKAKH

CSTB (P04080)

cystatin B

0ꞏ001170 (–0ꞏ002740, 0ꞏ005080)

e10483

GPpGPpGKNGDDGE
AGKpGRpG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ001437 (–0ꞏ000153, 0ꞏ003027)

e17254

ENGKPGEpGpKGDA
GApGApGGKGDAGAp
GERGpPG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ001536 (0ꞏ000062, 0ꞏ003010)

e08360

TGYTGKMcESSVNYc
E

FAT4 (Q6V0I7)

protocadherin fat 4

0ꞏ001842 (0ꞏ001209, 0ꞏ002475)
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Parental protein identified from the amino-acid sequence

Peptide ID
number

Amino-acid sequence

Weights 
 (95% confidence interval) 

Accession number

Name

e20087

ARGNDGARGSDGQp
GpPGPpGTAGFpGSp
GAKGEVGpAGSpGSN
GApG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ001871 (0ꞏ000758, 0ꞏ002984)

e08916

DDGEAGKPGRpGER
GpPGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ002693 (0ꞏ000829, 0ꞏ004557)

e09874

DGESGRpGRPGERG
LpGPpG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ002974 (0ꞏ000406, 0ꞏ005542)

e14837

ERGSpGPAGPKGSpG
EAGRpGEAGLpGAKG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ003067 (0ꞏ001293, 0ꞏ004841)

e11537

GKNGDDGEAGKPGR
pGERGPpGP

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ003790 (0ꞏ000489, 0ꞏ007091)

e05671

KpGEQGVpGDLGAPG
p

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ003797 (0ꞏ001359, 0ꞏ006235)

e07799

GPpGEAGKpGEQGV
PGDLG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ003847 (0ꞏ001072, 0ꞏ006622)

e09697

PGpPGPHGPPGpmG
PHGLpGP

COL25A1 (Q9BXS0)

collagen type XXV alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ005429 (0ꞏ003867, 0ꞏ006991)

e17505

AGRpGEVGPpGPpGP
AGEKGSPGADGPAG
APGTpGPQG

COL1A1 (P02452)

collagen type I alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ005701 (–0ꞏ002982, 0ꞏ014384)

e09521

EGGKGAAGpPGPpG
AAGTpGLQG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ005761 (0ꞏ000716, 0ꞏ010806)

e10386

DAGAPGApGGKGDA
GApGERGpPG

COL3A1 (P02461)

collagen type III alpha 1 chain

0ꞏ006532 (0ꞏ003161, 0ꞏ009903)

The derivation study included the baseline data of 559 FLEMENGHO participants. Accession numbers refer to the Uniprot database (http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot). Association
sizes () between age and the abundance of the urinary peptides were derived by ELASTIC net regression, which was bootstrapped 1000 times. The regression slopes (s) reflect
the weight of each of the 54 peptide fragments in the construction of the multidimensional UPP marker. Of 210 peptides entering the data reduction analysis, 54 entered at least 60%
of models and identified 17 proteins. The 95% confidence intervals of the s were derived from the bootstrap distribution.
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Table 6: Risk biomarkers in relation to age in 778 FLEMENGHO examined from 2005-2010 with adjustment for clustering within families

Risk biomarkers

Intrafamilial
correlation

C-age

UPP-age

UPP-age-R

ICC

p value

r

p value

r

p value

r

p value

Vascular biomarkers
Systolic pressure
Diastolic pressure
VEGF
PAI-1

0ꞏ14
0ꞏ31
0ꞏ41
0ꞏ24

0ꞏ00052
<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001

0ꞏ50
0ꞏ24
0ꞏ15
0ꞏ07

<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001
0ꞏ00020
0ꞏ085

0ꞏ47
0ꞏ23
0ꞏ16
0ꞏ09

<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001
0ꞏ00010
0ꞏ037

0ꞏ06
0ꞏ04
0ꞏ04
0ꞏ05

0ꞏ16
0ꞏ39
0ꞏ28
0ꞏ27

Renal biomarkers
eGFR
NGAL

0ꞏ19
0ꞏ25

<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001

–0ꞏ73
0ꞏ17

<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001

–0ꞏ66
0ꞏ19

<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001

–0ꞏ05
0ꞏ09

0ꞏ23
0ꞏ036

Insulin resistance
Plasma glucose
Serum insulin
HOMA-IR

0ꞏ33
0ꞏ14
0ꞏ07

<0ꞏ0001
0ꞏ00053
0ꞏ11

0ꞏ27
0ꞏ00
0ꞏ05

<0ꞏ0001
0ꞏ99
0ꞏ26

0ꞏ26
0ꞏ04
0ꞏ07

<0ꞏ0001
0ꞏ36
0ꞏ071

0ꞏ05
0ꞏ07
0ꞏ06

0ꞏ21
0ꞏ085
0ꞏ12

Lipid biomarkers
Body mass index
Waist circumference
Body fat
Leptin
Resistin

0ꞏ28
0ꞏ28
–0ꞏ07
0ꞏ20
0ꞏ27

<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001
0ꞏ11
<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001

0ꞏ34
0ꞏ36
0ꞏ39
0ꞏ07
0ꞏ04

<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001
0ꞏ11
0ꞏ31

0ꞏ34
0ꞏ36
0ꞏ38
0ꞏ11
0ꞏ04

<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001
0ꞏ011
0ꞏ28

0ꞏ10
0ꞏ09
0ꞏ08
0ꞏ09
0ꞏ01

0ꞏ021
0ꞏ022
0ꞏ069
0ꞏ027
0ꞏ72

Inflammation biomarkers
C-reactive protein
TNF
TNFR-1

0ꞏ08
0ꞏ23
0ꞏ24

0ꞏ067
<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001

0ꞏ10
0ꞏ25
0ꞏ36

0ꞏ016
<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001

0ꞏ11
0ꞏ25
0ꞏ34

0ꞏ0097
<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001

0ꞏ04
0ꞏ07
0ꞏ06

0ꞏ36
0ꞏ10
0ꞏ15

Other markers
Daily tobacco use in smokers
FSH in 395 women
Framingham risk score
dp-ucMGP

0ꞏ19
0ꞏ00
0ꞏ11
0ꞏ13

<0ꞏ0001
0ꞏ98
0ꞏ0055
0ꞏ0010

–0.06
0ꞏ66
0ꞏ88
0ꞏ41

0ꞏ18
<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001

–0ꞏ03
0ꞏ55
0ꞏ76
0ꞏ41

0ꞏ43
<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001
<0ꞏ0001

0ꞏ03
0ꞏ01
–0ꞏ01
0ꞏ10

0ꞏ46
0ꞏ87
0ꞏ78
0ꞏ019

Abbreviations: ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient (Donner A, Koval JJ. The estimation of intraclass correlation in the analysis of family data. Biometrics. 1980;36:19-25.); VEGF, vascular
endothelial growth factor; PAI-1, plasminogen activator inhibitor-1; eGFR, glomerular filtration rate derived from serum creatinine; NGAL, neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin; HOMA-IR,
homeostatic model assessment insulin resistance; VCAM-1, vascular cell adhesion protein 1; VCAM-2, vascular cell adhesion protein 2; TNF, tumour necrosis factor ; TNFR-1, tumour
necrosis factor receptor-1; FSH, follicle stimulating hormone; dp-ucMGP, desphospho-uncarboxylated matrix Gla protein. The distributions of VEGF, PAI-1, NGAL, HOMA-IR, body fat, visceral
fat, leptin, resistin, C-reactive protein, TNF, TNFR-1, daily use of smoking materials, FSH, Framingham risk score and dp-ucMGP were rank normalised. r is the Pearson correlation
coefficient. C-age and UPP-age refer to chronological age and age as predicted by the UPP. UPP-age-R refers to the residual of the regression of UPP-age on C-age and reflects rapid
(accelerated) ageing as predicted by the UPP-age, independent of C-age.
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Table 7: Risk of adverse health outcomes in relation to age in 778 FLEMENGHO with adjustment for clustering within families
C-age
Endpoints

UPP-age-R

UPP-age

n/N (%)
HR (95%CI)

p value

HR (95%CI)

p value

HR (95%CI)

p value

Mortality
Total

71/778 (9ꞏ1)

3ꞏ62 (2ꞏ87-4ꞏ57)

<0ꞏ0001

2ꞏ66 (2ꞏ22-3ꞏ19)

<0ꞏ0001

1ꞏ57 (1ꞏ20-2ꞏ05)

0ꞏ00096

Cardiovascular

24/778 (3ꞏ1)

7ꞏ27 (4ꞏ32-12ꞏ2)

<0ꞏ0001

3ꞏ15 (2ꞏ31-4ꞏ28)

<0ꞏ0001

1ꞏ81 (1ꞏ17-2ꞏ80)

0ꞏ0075

Non-cardiovascular

43/778 (5ꞏ5)

2ꞏ78 (2ꞏ10-3ꞏ67)

<0ꞏ0001

2ꞏ20 (1ꞏ78-2ꞏ72)

<0ꞏ0001

1ꞏ35 (0ꞏ94-1ꞏ92)

0ꞏ10

71/778 (9ꞏ1)

2ꞏ00 (1ꞏ67-2ꞏ40)

<0ꞏ0001

1ꞏ71 (1ꞏ47-1ꞏ98)

<0ꞏ0001

1ꞏ10 (0ꞏ81-1ꞏ49)

0ꞏ53

162/778 (20ꞏ8)

1ꞏ03 (0ꞏ93-1ꞏ14)

0ꞏ61

1ꞏ07 (0ꞏ95-1ꞏ19)

0ꞏ26

1ꞏ15 (0ꞏ94-1ꞏ40)

0ꞏ18

All

68/778 (8ꞏ7)

1ꞏ24 (1ꞏ06-1ꞏ46)

0ꞏ0083

1ꞏ34 (1ꞏ14-1ꞏ57)

0ꞏ00046

1ꞏ40 (1ꞏ06-1ꞏ85)

0ꞏ018

Women

48/395 (12ꞏ2)

1ꞏ55 (1ꞏ26-1ꞏ92)

0ꞏ0001

1ꞏ54 (1ꞏ28-1ꞏ85)

<0ꞏ0001

1ꞏ43 (1ꞏ03-1ꞏ99)

0ꞏ031

Men

20/383 (5ꞏ2)

0ꞏ82 (0ꞏ62-1ꞏ08)

0ꞏ16

0ꞏ86 (0ꞏ62-1ꞏ19)

0ꞏ36

1ꞏ19 (0ꞏ67-2ꞏ12)

0.55

Fatal and non-fatal cancer
Musculoskeletal disorders
Osteoarticular complications
Osteoporosis and fractures

n/N are the number of incident endpoint/number of participants at risk. Hazard ratios (HR), given with 95% confidence interval, express the relative risk per 10-year increment.
The cause of death was not documented 4 participants. C-age and UPP-age refer to chronological age and age as predicted by the UPP. UPP-age-R refers to the residual
of the regression of UPP-age on C-age and reflects rapid (accelerated) ageing as predicted by the UPP-age, independent of C-age.
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Table 8: Pathway analysis
Pathway identifier

Pathway descriptor

q value

Proteins included
Reactome

R-hsa-8948216

Collagen chain trimerisation

1ꞏ12E-35

COL25A1/ COL7A1/COL4A2/COL14A1/COL15A1/COL5A2/COL22A1/COL17A1/COL9A2/COL8A1/COL4A3/COL11A2/
COL2A1/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL19A1/ COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-1650814

Collagen biosynthesis and
modifying enzymes

4ꞏ96E-32

COL25A1/COL7A1/COL4A2/COL14A1/COL15A1/COL5A2/COL22A1/COL17A1/COL9A2/COL8A1/COL4A3/COL11A2/
COL2A1/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL19A1/COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-1442490

Collagen degradation

3ꞏ97E-30

COL25A1/COL7A1/COL4A2/COL14A1/COL15A1/COL5A2/COL17A1/COL9A2/COL8A1/COL4A3/COL11A2/COL2A1/COL1
A2/COL4A1/COL19A1/COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-1474290

Collagen formation

9ꞏ78E-30

COL25A1/COL7A1/COL4A2/COL14A1/COL15A1/COL5A2/COL22A1/COL17A1/COL9A2/COL8A1/COL4A3/COL11A2/COL2
A1/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL19A1/COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-2022090

Assembly of collagen fibrils
and multimeric structures

6ꞏ53E-26

COL7A1/COL4A2/COL14A1/COL15A1/COL5A2/COL17A1/COL9A2/COL8A1/COL4A3/COL11A2/COL2A1/COL1A2/COL4A
1/COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-1474228

Degradation of the ECM

4ꞏ11E-24

COL25A1/COL7A1/COL4A2/COL14A1/COL15A1/COL5A2/COL17A1/COL9A2/COL8A1/COL4A3/COL11A2/COL2A1/COL1
A2/COL4A1/COL19A1/COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-1474244

ECM organisation

7ꞏ74E-22

COL25A1/FGA/COL7A1/COL4A2/COL14A1/COL15A1/COL5A2/COL22A1/COL17A1/COL9A2/COL8A1/COL4A3/COL11A2/
COL2A1/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL19A1/COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-216083

Integrin cell surface
interactions

1ꞏ78E-17

FGA/COL7A1/COL4A2/COL5A2/COL9A2/COL8A1/COL4A3/COL2A1/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-3000171

Non-integrin membrane
ECM interactions

2ꞏ34E-13

COL4A2/COL5A2/COL4A3/COL11A2/COL2A1/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-3000178

ECM protoglycans

2ꞏ31E-12

COL4A2/COL5A2/COL9A2/COL4A3/COL2A1/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-2214320

Anchoring fibril formation

8ꞏ13E-12

COL7A1/COL4A2/COL4A3/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-419037

NCAM1 interactions

8ꞏ63E-11

COL4A2/COL5A2/COL9A2/COL4A3/COL2A1/COL4A1/COL3A1

R-hsa-8874081

MET activates PTK2
signalling

7ꞏ93E-10

COL5A2/COL11A2/COL2A1/COL1A2/COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-186797

Signalling by PDGF

7ꞏ99E-10

COL4A2/COL5A2/COL9A2/COL4A3/COL2A1/COL4A1/COL3A1

R-hsa-375165

NCAM signalling for neurite
outgrowth

1ꞏ36E-09

COL4A2/COL5A2/COL9A2/COL4A3/COL2A1/COL4A1/COL3A1

R-hsa-2243919

Crosslinking of collagen
fibrils

4ꞏ04E-09

COL4A2/COL4A3/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-8875878

MET promotes cell mobility

4ꞏ49E-09

COL5A2/COL11A2/COL2A1/COL1A2/COL3A1/COL1A1
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Pathway identifier

Pathway descriptor

q value

Proteins included

R-hsa-3000480

Scavenging by class A
receptors

4ꞏ87E-09

COL4A2/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-6806834

Signalling by MET

2ꞏ31E-07

COL5A2/COL11A2/COL2A1/COL1A2/COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-2173782

Binding and uptake of
ligands by scavenger
receptors

3ꞏ06E-07

COL4A2/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-9006934

Signalling by receptor
tyrosine kinases

1ꞏ08E-06

COL4A2/COL5A2/COL9A2/COL4A3/COL11A2/COL2A1/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-3000170

Syndecan interactions

2ꞏ42E-06

COL5A2/COL1A2/COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-3000157

Laminin interactions

3ꞏ59E-06

COL7A1/COL4A2/COL4A3/COL4A1

R-hsa-198933

Immunregulatory
interactions between a
lymphoid and non-lymphoid
cell

3ꞏ88E-06

CD99/COL17A1/COL2A1/COL1A2/COL3A1/COL1A1

R-hsa-76009

Platelet aggregation (plug
formation)

4ꞏ27E-04

FGA/COL1A2/COL1A1

R-hsa-76002

Platelet activation, signalling
or aggregation

1ꞏ23E-02

FGA/PCDH7/COL1A2/COL1A1

R-hsa-202733

Cell surface interactions at
the vascular wall

1ꞏ31E-02

CD99/COL1A2/COL1A1
KEGG

hsa04974

Protein digestion and
absorption

1ꞏ00E-29

COL25A1/COL7A1/COL4A2/COL14A1/FXYD2/COL15A1/COL5A2/COL22A1/COL17A1/COL9A2/COL8A1/COL4A3/COL11
A2/ COL2A1/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL19A1/COL3A1/COL1A1

hsa04512

ECM-receptor interaction

1ꞏ50E-07

COL4A2/COL9A2/COL4A3/COL2A1/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL1A1

hsa04933

AGE-RAGE signalling
pathway in diabetic
complications

5ꞏ89E-06

COL4A2/COL4A3/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL3A1/COL1A1

hsa05146

Amoebiasis

5ꞏ89E-06

COL4A2/COL4A3/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL3A1/COL1A1

hsa04510

Focal adhesion

1ꞏ56E-05

COL4A2/COL9A2/COL4A3/COL2A1/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL1A1

hsa04926

Relaxin signalling pathway

1ꞏ56E-05

COL4A2/COL4A3/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL3A1/COL1A1

hsa05165

Human papilloma virus
infection

3ꞏ21E-04

COL4A2/COL9A2/COL4A3/COL2A1/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL1A1
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Pathway identifier

Pathway descriptor

q value

Proteins included

hsa04151

PI3K-Akt signalling pathway

4ꞏ28E-04

COL4A2/COL9A2/COL4A3/COL2A1/COL1A2/COL4A1/COL1A1

hsa04611

Platelet activation

2ꞏ22E-03

FGA/COL1A2/COL3A1/COL1A1

hsa05222

Small cell lung cancer

9ꞏ72E-03

COL4A2/COL4A3/COL4A1

Abbreviations: ECM, extracellular matrix; NCAM1, neural adhesion molecule-1; MET, MET proto-oncogene, receptor tyrosine kinase; PTK2, protein tyrosine kinase 2; PDGF, platelet derived growth
factor; AGE-RAGE, advanced glycation end product-receptor for advanced glycation end products; PI3K, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase; Akt, protein kinase B. Pathway analysis was performed using
the databases of Reactome (https://reactome.org) and the Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes (https://www.genome.jp/kegg).
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Table 9: Characteristics of FLEMENGHO participants analysed and not analysed
Analysed
(n=778 of 778)

Not analysed
(n=360 of 413)

p value

Women

395 (50ꞏ8%)

186 (51ꞏ7%)

0ꞏ84

Smokers

176 (22ꞏ6%)

100 (27ꞏ8%)

0ꞏ063

Hypertension

278 (35ꞏ7%)

104 (28ꞏ9%)

0ꞏ026

Treated hypertension

146 (18ꞏ8%)

60 (16ꞏ7%)

0ꞏ41

Age, year

46ꞏ2 (16ꞏ2)

38ꞏ8 (19ꞏ2)

<0ꞏ0001

Body mass index, kg/m2

25ꞏ7 (4ꞏ0)

25ꞏ7 (5ꞏ7)

0ꞏ84

Waist circumference, cm

83ꞏ1 (11ꞏ0)

82ꞏ9 (15ꞏ1)

0ꞏ77

Systolic pressure, mm Hg

128ꞏ1 (16ꞏ5)

124ꞏ5 (16ꞏ2)

0ꞏ00056

Diastolic pressure, mm Hg

78ꞏ9 (10ꞏ3)

75ꞏ9 (10ꞏ8)

<0ꞏ0001

Mean arterial pressure, mm Hg

95ꞏ3 (10ꞏ9)

92ꞏ1 (11ꞏ5)

<0ꞏ0001

Serum creatinine, mol/l

86ꞏ8 (14ꞏ7)

87ꞏ7 (17ꞏ7)

0ꞏ35

eGFR, ml/min/1ꞏ73 m2

85ꞏ1 (19ꞏ2)

88ꞏ8 (23ꞏ3)

0ꞏ0044

Plasma glucose, mmol/l

5ꞏ04 (0ꞏ98)

5ꞏ14 (1ꞏ55)

0ꞏ15

Total serum cholesterol, mmol/l

5ꞏ29 (1ꞏ09)

5ꞏ25 (1ꞏ14)

0ꞏ48

HDL serum cholesterol, mmol/l

1ꞏ40 (0ꞏ39)

1ꞏ37 (0ꞏ37)

0ꞏ23

Total-to-HDL cholesterol ratio

4ꞏ07 (1ꞏ42)

4ꞏ12 (1ꞏ50)

0ꞏ64

20ꞏ6 (13ꞏ0-30ꞏ0)

18ꞏ1 (12ꞏ0-25ꞏ0)

0ꞏ0016

Characteristics
Number (%)

Mean (SD) of characteristic

Median of characteristic (IQR)
-glutamyltransferase, U/l

Analysed refers to 778 FLEMENGHO participants examined in 2005-2010 and making up the derivation and synchronous
internal validation datasets. Not analysed refers to: (i) participants ineligible for follow-up, because they had passed away
(n=26), were incapacitated (n=27), or had moved out of the area (n=100); (ii) because they declined renewed participation
(n=227); or because they were excluded from analysis, because of missing UPP data (n=24) or because of missing (n=9) or
unreliably recorded (n=17) covariables. The characteristics listed were extracted from a foregoing examination (1996-2005).
The earlier data were available for all analysed participants but only for 360 of 413 participants (87ꞏ2%) not analysed.
Hypertension was a blood pressure of ≥140 mm Hg systolic or ≥90 mm Hg diastolic or use of antihypertensive drugs. The
glomerular filtration rate was derived from serum creatinine, using the Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration
equation. To convert eGFR from ml/min to ml/s/, multiply by 0ꞏ0167. p values refer to the difference between participants
analysed and not analysed.
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Figure 1:
Timelines
Abbreviations: FLEMENGHO, Flemish Study of Environment,
Genes and Health Outcomes; UPP, urinary proteomic profiling;
FU, follow-up.
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Figure 2:
Analysis strategy
Abbreviations: FLEMENGHO, Flemish Study on Environment, Genes
and Health Outcomes; C-age, chronological age; FDR, false
discovery rate; CKD, chronic kidney disease.
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Figure 3:
Residual plot of UPP-age on C-age
UPP-age is associated with C-age (panel A). The residual plot of this association (panel B) shows that by removing the
variability in UPP-age explained by C-age (UPP-age-R obtained by regressing UPP-age on C-age) removes the association,
whereby the correlation coefficient drops from 0ꞏ85 (p<0ꞏ0001) to 0ꞏ00 (p>0ꞏ99). UPP-age-R therefore reflects the part of
ageing that is not explained by chronological age (C-age).
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Figure 4:
Short-term reproducibility of the UPP ageing biomarker
The coefficient of variation of UPP-age was determined in three healthy individuals not
included in the population or patient cohorts, who each underwent UPP profiling on
mid-morning urine samples collected on six different days within a 1-month time span.
The within individual coefficients of variation ranged from 2ꞏ7 to 11ꞏ3% and averaged
(SE) 7ꞏ3 (2ꞏ5)%, indicating satisfactory short-term reproducibility.
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Figure 5:
Volcano plots for FLEMENGHO derivation (A) and time-shifted (B) and
synchronous (C) internal validation datasets
Dotted lines indicate the level of significance required in the different stages of the
analysis. The partial correlation coefficients plotted along the horizontal axis were
derived from the regression model in table 2. The proteins identified from the
peptide fragments were colour-coded as indicated in the legend.

